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1 Summary
Onsite wastewater treatment is of great concern due to the load of phosphorous and nitrogen
contributing to the eutrophication of the water environment. According to the fifth Pollution Load
Compilation on the Baltic Sea, scattered dwellings contributed to about 15% of the anthropogenic
nitrogen and phosphorous load on the Baltic Proper. The onsite wastewater load of pharmaceuticals
and household related chemicals is a further concern. However, onsite wastewater treatment is
generally of relatively cheap constructions and if optimized to mitigate wastewater pollution they
could offer cost-efficient alternatives to connection to large wastewater treatment plants. In remote
areas, onsite wastewater treatment is the only alternative. Sanitation is a world-wide issue of high
priority due to increasing lack of water of good quality with growing health problems as a
consequence. Small onsite wastewater treatment systems are often the only possible technique in
third world countries due to lack of infrastructure.
In Europe, around 20 million systems are expected to go into long-term operation. Onsite treatment
systems are now recognized as permanent approaches to treating wastewater. This BONUS
OPTITREAT project promoted development of the efficiency of small wastewater treatment systems
techniques already available on the market in the Baltic Sea region. Wastewater treatment is
performed by combinations of mechanical, chemical and biological treatment. Tests have been
performed of three type techniques allowing for testing from three manufacturing SME`s setup at
the European test center for certified small wastewater treatment facilities in Aachen, Germany. The
tests aimed at a holistic assessment of reduction efficiencies of: nutrients, pathogens,
pharmaceuticals, personal care products and antibiotic resistant bacteria.
When planned, designed, installed, operated and maintained correctly, onsite wastewater treatment
systems can be seen as low cost and long term approach to wastewater treatment. Planning, design,
installation, operation, maintenance, monitoring and control are needed if onsite wastewater
treatment systems are to function well. Onsite wastewater treatment systems must be designed in
such a way that their reliability is ensured by regular maintenance with the optimal biological
process. State-of-the-art of onsite wastewater treatment systems has improved over the years. More
technically complex systems are often safer in operation and even more in their cleaning
performance, e.g. they usually have a sophisticated alarm system. Authorities today demand
compliance with the stated water law permits. In order to meet these requirements, the systems
must be maintained according to the regulations. This means not only the maintenance of the
technical equipment, but also the monitoring of biology must be carried out. The maintenance must
be performed at least annually by a professional. It should cover blockages, deposits, leaks, structural
damage to the system, sludge levels - sludge disposal, and maintenance contract/maintenance
report.
For appropriate functioning of onsite wastewater treatment plants proper installation and
maintenance of the systems is needed. For installing small onsite wastewater treatment systems
clear installation manual is needed and only experienced contractors should be hired. After the
installation, the treatment plant should be checked for any water losses and the function should be
controlled. This report points at many installation failures and what to avoid during installation.
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Malfunctioning during operation of small onsite wastewater treatment systems can be avoided by a
regular and preventive maintenance. Regular service by trained personnel (from certified companies)
ensures full functionality and it is simply a necessity. It helps with issues ranging from avoidance of
overflow, prevention of damage from long-range deposits to general protection of environment.
Only proper functionality of small onsite wastewater treatment systems ensures compliance with set
environmental limit values. There is a need for control and a quality assurance of the control system
of maintenance of onsite wastewater treatment systems to ensure the proper function of the
systems. This report points at many malfunctional problems and preventing actions that can improve
the everyday functioning of onsite wastewater treatment systems.
Both large wastewater sewage treatment plants (STP) as well as onsite wastewater treatment
facilities are built to remove “macropollutants” i.e. pathogens, suspended solids, organic substances
and nitrogen and phosphorus, but not “micropollutant” substances that are not readily
biodegradable. Wastewater is a major transport pathway of the chemicals used in people’s everyday
life and household wastewater thus contain many of the chemicals on the household market.
However, in order to address processes of wastewater removal efficiencies, selections of relevant
focus substances to investigate, needs to be done. The selected substances in BONUS OPTITREAT
were chosen due to the earlier frequency of detection in wastewater during the Swedish chemicals
screening programme, their differences in octanol-water partition coefficient, water solubility and
acid-base characteristics as well as aspects of sampling and handling of samples. A list of
pharmaceuticals, hormones, phenols, organophosphates and UV-filters were selected as represented
target substances in BONUS OPTITREAT.
The physical and chemical properties of the micropollutants determine much of the fate during
wastewater treatment. Several studies in onsite wastewater treatment facilities show dependencies
of higher removal efficiency with higher octanol-water partitioning constant, thus increasing the
affinity of substances to sorb to sludge or particles. The acid-base constant is important for the
removal efficiency through sorption processes, showing lowest removal efficiency for neutral
substances, as the well-known calcitrant pharmaceutical carbamazepine. The substances that are
more biodegradable due to the less stable chemical structure are removed when microbial activity is
promoted in the facilities. This report compiles results available in literature and from new sampling
within the OPTITREAT project related to the physical chemical properties of micropollutants.
The onsite wastewater treatment facilities on the market can be adjusted for parameters serving for
efficient sorption and /or biodegradation from microbial activity. The parameters discussed in this
report and tested in BONUS OPTITREAT for micropollutants removal efficiency were; hydraulic
retention time, active surface area, oxygen supply and temperature. The conclusions from the test
were:





The onsite facilities would be more efficient in removal of many pollutants by simply
increasing the hydraulic retention time.
There is a risk to increase the load of micropollutants in the aquatic environment if
overloading the onsite facilities, thus the capacity needs to be determined with margins to
allow for temporary increased load.
The active surface area would be very important for substances prone to sorption. The
possibility of a large active surface area to create a larger biofilm formation would also
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benefit biodegradation processes. Very few studies have addressed active surface area in
studies of removal efficiency of micropollutants. The effect of surface area could
unfortunately not be interpreted from the BONUS OPTITREAT results.
Oxygen supply is considered one of the most important parameters for efficient removal of
both macropollutants and micropollutants. Generally, aerobic microbes are capable of faster
contaminant degradation than anaerobic ones. Many micropollutants are biodegradable and
are positively affected with higher removal efficiency by increased oxygen supply in the
facilities.
In the BONUS OPTITREAT project, the effect of power break was investigated, at which
aeration pumps and reflux of wastewater is turned off. Surprisingly the results show no
significant difference in the removal efficiency of pharmaceuticals during the power break.
Possibly the number of samples are too few to give significant differences.
It is a well-known fact that wastewater treatment of nitrogen is less effective in cold climate.
BONUS OPTITREAT showed a tendency of increased removal efficiency of many
pharmaceuticals at increased temperature (5 degrees Celsius difference), but the increase
was not found significant. However, both BONUS OPTITREAT as well as other studies show
that the effect of increased temperature is not uniquely higher removal efficiency of all
micropollutants.

Onsite small wastewater treatment plants (SWWTP) represent co-existing microbial populations in
wastewaters that change with reactor operational conditions. Integrating microbial ecology in the
design and operation of SWWTPs is important. It allows better prediction of microbial community
assembly and possible variations in the community structure and function in response to
environmental changes.
Biological interactions are dominant drivers in determining the bacterial community assembly in onsite SWWTPs whereas environmental conditions explain phylogenetic and quantitative variances and
indirectly influence bacterial assembly. The microbial characterisation of the SWWTPs was done in
BONUS OPTITREAT. Some conclusions from BONUS OPTITREAT were:






The most predominate group of bacteria is Proteobacteria (21-65%) in which βproteobacteria is the most abundant class, responsible for organic and nutrient removal.
Filamentous bacteria are usually present in a low number supporting the formation of
microbial structures.
The capacity of bacterial communities (heterotrophic bacteria) to utilize a set of sole (Biolog
EcoPlatesTM assay) carbon sources was tested in order to evaluate the microbial efficiency
of the selected technologies. The reduction in functional diversity was significantly greater in
effluents of the investigated technologies.
The results obtained indicated that differences in the composition of influent wastewater
and in the plant operation model influenced on activities and which carbon source that was
preferred by microbial communities evaluated by Biolog EcoPlates.

The BONUS OPTITREAT further investigated the biodegradation of antibiotic Ciprofloxacin and
Norfloxacin and major conclusions were:
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The effective biological attenuation of environmental pollutants is usually attributed to the
collaborative role of a whole microbial community. The knowledge of ciprofloxacin degrading
microbial community can aid in our understanding of the biological process of ciprofloxacin
dissipation.
In conclusion, three Bacillus subtilis species have the specific properties, e.g. production of
lipopeptide biosurfactants and various enzymes, biofilm formation, and their consortium was
able to norfloxacin degrade in the cometabolic culture. The results obtained from the
biodegradation experiment are promising.

The widespread emergence of antibiotic resistance, particularly multi-antibiotic resistance (MAR),
among bacterial strains including pathogens has become one of the most serious challenges in
environmental protection. Environmental bacteria have been shown to be a reservoir of antibiotic
resistance genes (ARGs) and a potential source of novel resistance genes in the environmental
organisms. The antibiotic susceptibility was evaluated in SWWTPs within BONUS OPTITREAT, and
major conclusions were:











Two methods; disc diffusion method and phenotypic microarrays, were documented as
appropriate tools for evaluation of multi-antibiotic resistance in environmental bacteria.
The bacterial strains were analysed for multiple antibiotic resistance (MAR). Among the
tested strains, Paenibacillus azoreducens was resistant to 35 investigated antibiotics (all
tested antibiotics) belong to 8 various chemical classes. Pseudomonas fragi,
Stenotrophomonas rhizophila and Sphingobacterium multivorum were resistant to 22, 21
and 17 antibiotics, respectively.
About 20% of tested bacteria showed a 2-5 MAR (i.e resistance from 2 to 5 antibiotics of the
37 antibiotics tested), while 47% were resistant to more than 5 antibiotics.
Two species belong to the Stenotrophomonas (S. maltophila and S. rhizophila) and
Variovorax paradoxus were resistant to 40 antibiotics.
The main concern for the release of antibiotics into the environment is related to the
development of antibiotic genes and bacteria, which reduce the therapeutic potential against
human and animal pathogens. However, the mechanisms that allow resistance genes to
migrate from non-pathogenic to pathogenic bacteria are unknown. Information regarding
resistance of environmental bacteria is still very fragmented.
The results presented in this project have proven that onsite wastewater treatment plants
are sources antibiotic resistance and antibiotic resistant bacteria spread in the environment,
e.g. lakes, rivers, soils, sediments, etc.
However, well-functioning facilities are efficient in removing pathogens and thus the threat
to the environment is limited.
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2 Introduction
Onsite wastewater treatment is of great concern due to the load of phosphorous and nitrogen
contributing to the eutrophication of the water environment. According to the fifth Pollution Load
Compilation on the Baltic Sea, scattered dwellings contributed to about 15% of the anthropogenic
nitrogen and phosphorous load on the Baltic Proper. The onsite wastewater load of pharmaceuticals
and household related chemicals is a further concern. However, onsite wastewater treatment is
generally of relatively cheap constructions and if optimized to mitigate wastewater pollution they
could offer cost-efficient alternatives to connection to large wastewater treatment plants. . In
remote areas, onsite wastewater treatment is the only alternative. Sanitation is a world-wide issue of
high priority due to increasing lack of water of good quality with growing health problems as a
consequence. Small onsite wastewater treatment systems are often the only possible technique in
third world countries due to lack of infrastructure.

2.1 The BONUS OPTITREAT overall goals and final results
This project promoted development of the efficiency of small wastewater treatment systems
techniques already available on the market in the Baltic Sea region. Wastewater treatment is
performed by combinations of mechanical, chemical and biological treatment. Tests have been
performed of three type techniques allowing for testing from three manufacturing SME`s setup at
the European test center for certified small wastewater treatment facilities in Aachen, Germany. The
tests aimed at a holistic assessment of reduction efficiencies of: nutrients, pathogens,
pharmaceuticals, personal care products and antibiotic resistant bacteria. In addition, over 200
facility test results produced during earlier at the European test center have been included in a
benchmarking synthesis of optimization of reduction efficiencies. Batch experiments have been
performed on degradation of antibiotics by bacteria. The project has further explored the policy
tools to regulate the maintenance of the facilities, which is a crucial factor to optimize reduction
efficiencies.

2.2 Small wastewater treatment in Sweden, Germany and Poland
Around 80 % of EU population is connected to wastewater treatment in Northern and Southern
European countries (EEA, 2013). The corresponding numbers in central Europe is even higher, around
90%. The lowest connection rate can be found in Eastern Europe where around 67% of the
population is connected. In the BONUS OPTITREAT project three EU countries, Germany, Poland and
Sweden are compared, regarding regulations for small wastewater treatment plants. These countries
have different challenges and preconditions when it comes to regulation.
In Germany, a high share of the population (96%) is connected to the public sewage system. For
those households that are not connected almost all have small wastewater treatment plants in place.
Germany has a well-developed system for maintenance. In Poland, the situation is somewhat
different with approximately 70% of the population connected to the public sewage system. The
main challenges can be found in the country’s rural parts where a high share of the population lacks
a well-functioning wastewater treatment system. In Sweden, approximately 82% of the population is
connected to the public sewage system. A large share of the small wastewater treatment plants in
place is in need of upgrading. There is an ongoing discussion on how to improve Swedish regulations
to speed up this process.
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Several regulations concerning wastewater management have been signed into EU law over the past
few decades. The three most important regulations for sanitation and wastewater treatment in the
EU are the Water Framework Directive (WFD), the Urban Wastewater Treatment Directive (UWWTD)
and the Drinking Water Directive. An important exception from the UWWTD can be found in Article
3. Exemption from collection obligation in the UWWTD is possible through “individual and other
appropriate systems“(IAS), for example when establishment of a collection system is not justified
from an environmental or economic perspective. The IAS must still, however, achieve the same level
of environmental protection as other specified treatments in the UWWTD. Another important
regulation concerning small wastewater treatment plants in EU the Construction Products
Regulations (CPR). It lays down harmonized rules for marketing of construction products in EU. The
Baltic Sea Action Plan (BSAP) is a joint action programme in the countries bordering the Baltic Sea
and the European Commission, to attain good environmental status in the Baltic proper by 2021
(HELCOM, 2007). The Plan was adopted in 2007 and HELCOM 2013 Copenhagen Ministerial Meeting
adopted the revised HELCOM nutrient reduction scheme.
The BONUS OPTITREAT report “Maintenance regulation of small wastewater treatment facilities”
describes the situation and recommendations on the regulation of small wastewater treatment
facilities from case studies of Sweden, Germany and Poland.

3 Onsite small wastewater treatment systems
In Europe, decentralized wastewater treatment systems are needed in rural areas in order to achieve
adequate water quality. Around, 20 million systems are expected to go into long-term operation in
Europe. Onsite treatment systems are now recognized as permanent approaches to treating
wastewater. There are several recognized advantages of onsite wastewater treatment systems to
large centralized wastewater treatment plants;






It is possible to provide separation of waste water streams with different characteristics
which can result in utilisation of the nutrients,
decentralised systems are adaptable to changing precipitation patterns,
infrastructure investment costs are lower due to the shorter sewerage system and no need
of pumping stations,
the risk of effects in the environment is smaller due to the dispersed relatively small volumes
of effluents,
the systems are more flexible when it comes to individual grade of pollution as they can be
used for various site conditions, even for ecologically sensitive areas.

However, the disadvantages are that




they require correct usage, knowledge/education of owners, qualified personnel for
maintenance and operation of the plants, proper monitoring,
performance depends on the level of treatment achieved and on the maintenance of the
facilities,
both centralised and decentralised system need to be operated and controlled by skilled
personnel, but the skilled labour might be not be available to operate the decentralized
plants in remote areas,
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there is a lack of control systems to prove that the treatment complies with high
environmental standards
solid waste sludge generated in remote areas must be collected, handled, treated and
disposed of in accordance with the standards.

When planned, designed, installed, operated and maintained correctly, they can be seen as low cost
and long term approach to wastewater treatment. Planning, design, installation, operation,
maintenance, monitoring and control are needed if decentralized systems are to be functioning well.
Wastewater treatment approaches vary from the conventional centralized systems to the entirely
onsite decentralized and cluster systems (Massoud et al. 2009). The centralized wastewater
collection and treatment systems are costly to build and operate, as they treat large volumes of
wastewater from large communities requiring an extensive infrastructure. As an alternative, the
decentralized approach for wastewater treatment contains a combination of onsite and/or cluster
systems for treating wastewater from individual homes and buildings, and is designed to operate on
a small scale at or near the generation point. The various decentralized approaches to wastewater
treatment and management are reviewed in the literature (Massoud et al. 2009; Stanford et al. 2010;
Nakajima et al. 1999).
The most common and traditional onsite small wastewater treatment plants (SWWTP) is the septic
system consisting of a septic tank that has gravity flows to a soil adsorption field. Scientists,
engineers, and manufacturers in the wastewater treatment industry have developed a wide range of
alternative technologies designed to address increasing hydraulic loads and water contamination by
nutrients and pathogens. However, most of the alternative treatment technologies applied today
treats wastewater after exit from the septic tank. Post-tank treatment can include aerobic (with
oxygen) or anaerobic (with no or low oxygen) biological treatment in suspended or fixed-film
reactors, physical/chemical treatment, soil infiltration, fixed-media filtration and/or disinfection. The
application and sizing of treatment units based on these technologies are defined by performance
requirements, wastewater characteristics, and site conditions.
SWWTP must be designed in such a way that their reliability is ensured by regular maintenance. It is
not only the technology that must be reliable but also the biological process. Almost without
exception, state-of-the-art of SWWTPs has improved over the years. While for example constructed
wetlands do not use a relatively complicated technology, the technical complexity of most other
systems is higher. However, this does not mean that these systems are more difficult to operate.
More technically complex systems are often safer in operation and safer in their treatment
performance, e.g. they usually have a sophisticated alarm system. Authorities today demand
compliance with the stated water regulations. In order to meet these requirements, the systems
must be maintained according to the regulations. This means not only the maintenance of the
technical equipment, but also the monitoring of biology must be carried out. Since many plants are
almost maintenance-free, the biological part of the plant is particularly important. To maintain the
complex biology of the system trained specialists are needed that have enough expertise and
knowledge how to maintain a treatment plant correctly.

3.1 Decentralised wastewater treatment techniques
Different technologies can be used starting from simple mechanical and biological systems such as
ponds, sand filters, reed beds to suspended-fixed biomass reactors.
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3.1.1 Treatment - choice indicators
There are a number of functional indicators that has been prerequisites for choosing a treatment
system:







minimal technical requirements of the solution such as effluent quality,
adaptability,
extending system lifetime,
robustness,
ability to cope with fluctuation in the influent,
maintenance, reliability, sensitivity of the plant to malfunctioning.

There are further economic indicators as:


cost of investment, operation, maintenance.

And further environmental indicators that have been considered when choosing the system as:




optimal resource utilisation of water, nutrients, energy,
quality of effluent, sludge, gaseous emissions,
combined sewer overflows.

There are also social/cultural indicators that have been decisive as:




institutional requirements,
different regulations for different wastewater treatments
expertise – experts for installation and operation, determine the choice based on their
experience

3.1.2 Decentralised wastewater treatment overview
A, ECO technologies: constructed wetlands, sand filters or soil filters, purification ponds
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B, Activated sludge technologies: activated sludge, process with sludge recirculation, activated
sludge process in sequencing batch reactor (SBR)
C, Biofilm technologies: trickling filter, submerged trickling filter, fixed bed reactor, fluidized bed
reactor, rotating disk filter
D, Membrane technologies: reverse osmosis, nanofiltration, ultrafiltration, microfiltration
E, Anaerobic technologies: upflow anaerobic sludge blanket (UASB), an anaerobic fixed bed reactor,
anaerobic fluidized bed reactor
3.1.3 Septic tank
Septic tanks are designed to accumulate solids. Their treatment efficiency depends on retention time
and arrangement. They are used as the first treatment step. As solids fill it up, they could flow out of
the tank. Tanks must be periodically pumped out by sludge collectors. When too much sludge is
accumulated in the septic tank, the inlet water cannot settle and solids overflow and clog dispersal
trenches. Wastewater can overflow onto the ground surface. Attention is needed if the septic tank is;
corroded, there are cracking water intrusion, if the septic tank and manhole access isn´t watertight,
if the influent and effluent pumps are not in good condition, and if the sludge level isn´t acceptable.
3.1.4 Aeration tank
In this aerobic treatment oxygen is added; air is injected and circulated inside the treatment tank.
This treatment is more costly as electricity and more maintenance is needed due to more equipment
(air blower, pump, and compressor). In an aeration chamber, wastewater is mixed with air; the
aeration supports the growth of aerobic bacteria digesting organic material in wastewater and die off
bacteria /suspended growth bacteria accumulate solids – sludge. Some can have a mixed medium
surface for attached growth; bacteria grow on the filter media, sludge accumulates at the bottom of
the tank as bacteria recycle dissolved organic material into a film that develops on the media,
attached growth builds up and sloughs off – sludge accumulates at the bottom. In a final settling
chamber- solids and bacteria settle and can be returned to the aeration chamber.
Die off bacteria/solids can overload the clarifier or filter if not desludged. The filter can clog and
restrict wastewater flow. Aeration chamber must have a working aeration system; air shafts must be
free of blockages and cleaned. Clarification chamber can be overloaded and solids retained in the
treatment unit. SWWTP needs to be pumped if sludge level is too high. Attention is needed when;
alarms lights are activated, colour of the wastewater in the aeration chamber is changed, or if there
an unusual sewage odour.
3.1.5 Biofilter systems
Biofilter systems employ an attached growth process where wastewater flows through material for
biological treatment. Bacteria is not suspended but attached on filter media (gravel, textile, foam,
sand, etc.) Septic tank- aeration treatment unit is used prior to moving wastewater through the
attached growth media; wastewater passes from a septic tank over the bacteria growing on the
media, and the filtrate is collected and can be recirculate or sent for final treatment and dispersal.
Here belong also sand filters.
The most common issues when choosing installation and during operation of biofilter systems are:
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A certain land area is needed.
Odour might be unpleasant.
Leakage of wastewater might go unnoticed.
Clear air supply needed - blocked ventilation must be cleaned (air ventilation screens).
Water pooling on the filter surface can happen.
Media filter should be free of obstructions, functioning properly without clogging.

If the media filter surface is clogged, the distribution device doesn’t functions properly and
wastewater can’t be distributed uniformly over the media. To ensure uniform distribution over the
media, the water distribution pipe needs to be checked and adjusted with regard to height and level
of the water distribution pipes, the discharge angle can be adjusted by twisting the pipes, without
covering the vents.
3.1.6 Infiltration systems
In infiltration systems, waste water passes through natural layers of soil as it is infiltrated and
purified. Biological, chemical and physical processes are combined. The water enters the
groundwater after the infiltration. The soil quality is important to consider, as it must be permeable
yet not coarse to serve for enough hydraulic retention time and good biofilm capacity. Also, plants
should be constructed taking into account the highest ground water level in order to prevent ground
water contamination. The filtration efficiency depends on soil type. Grain size distribution/pore sizes
affect the water movement in the soil layer. This is why soil percolation time must be reflected in the
design of plants. Macro pores forming soil systems are not suitable for this type of treatment as they
negatively affect biodegradation and adsorption. Movement of bacteria due to high loading rates or
flooding can cause contamination of nearby water sources. Transport of bacteria is reduced by
unsaturated soil above the groundwater table. A clogging layer which forms naturally at the
infiltration surface later in operation means slower movement in the filter media which increases the
retention time. It can also entrap bacteria and viruses. Infiltration systems are cheap to construct as
they use soil in the location and no artificial materials. The function of the systems is however hard
to test and control since the effluent ends up directly in the ground water instead of being collected.
3.1.7 Filter bed
When soil is not suitable for infiltration systems, filter beds provide a good alternative. Constructed
sand layers are used instead of the natural soil. Treated wastewater does not enter the groundwater
directly but it is transported to a recipient. Waste water can be distributed either on the bed surface
or below the ground surface. To improve treatment efficiency, filter beds treatment is often
combined with precipitation or phosphorous filters, as well as recirculation of the treated waste
water. The material of the filter could be part of the filter bed material or it can be designed as a
separate part. In this case it is easier to remove it once it is saturated. The longevity of the plan
depends on the BOD load and suspended solids and clogging of the filter as a result. Advantage of
this treatment is that it functions well even after rest periods. What is problematic is exceeding the
designed hydraulic load rate. Also, there is a naturally lower biological activity in winter months due
to low water temperatures.
3.1.8 Sand filters
Sand filter is a constructed bed of sand that is contained in impermeable material made of concrete
or plastic. Wastewater flows through the media evenly and across the filter using distribution pipes
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within the end, media drains and does not become saturated as wastewater is applied intermittently.
It combines physical, biological and chemical process. Part of the organic matter sticks to the surface
or gets caught between the sand grains. Sand filters must have clean surface area – no trees should
be planted nearby for clear surface water distribution.
The issues to consider of installation and operation of sand filters are similar to biofilters. Some
additional problems can be caused by using wrong bed material, e.g. sand with too many fine
particles. Systems can be again undersized or oversized. Sometimes, they are improperly installed
too deep into the ground and even distribution of effluent is not achieved. The top layer of sand
needs to be removed regularly as part of the maintenance. The media characteristics affect the filter
performance, whether it is general composition, size, uniformity of the sand grains, etc. Waste water
should not pass too quickly though the filter but it should also not be slowed down due to very fine
media texture as oxygen will not be able to reach where necessary. Filter media size and organic
loading rate has an impact on clogging. Media must be raked or removed when needed. Cold
temperatures slow down the treatment and require lower organic loading rates.
3.1.9 Constructed wetlands
The systems of constructed wetlands require no added external energy as used for circulation pumps
or aeration. The wetlands usually contain two zones, river rock or other granulated media which are
planted with aquatic vegetation. Ponds, septic tank or other pre-treatment processes prevents larger
solids from clogging them, a perforated pipe is used to spread wastewater across the bed through
the media and roots where bacteria grows, end pipe collects the treated water at the back. Water
level is controlled by an adjustable device, and then in second part a soil treatment or lagoon follows.
The selection of the wetland plants is important - with good root systems, wastewater is received
and mixed from the septic tank, roots of plants pumping oxygen should be placed here, reeds with
extensive roots in anaerobic conditions too. In second part nutrient tolerant plants should be used,
to transport water out of the system.
The issues that needs to be considered when choosing the wetland systems are:















favourable climatic conditions needed
levelled gravel surface
maintenance of plants (weeding, trimming)
clogging with dead plant material
no wastewater exposed in the wetland
water level below the gravel media surface
liner shows no leakage
no solids in the inlet pipe collected
check for leakages
water level in favour of vegetation growth
level the media surface
inlet distribution pipe working and clean
sewage is on the surface and odour are warning signs
if plants not prospering but wilting replacing dead plants and no herbicide pesticides used
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Constructed wetlands provide high treatment of insoluble substances, organic and bacterial
contamination if properly designed. The removal of ammonia nitrogen is possible with oxygen
saturation, such as filling of filters. To increase the removal of insoluble substances, ammonia,
organic and bacterial pollution, a high surface area is needed. Continuous horizontal flow filter is not
efficient in removing ammonia nitrogen. Use of special filtration materials is needed if P removal is
desired, but the risk of clogging of the filtration material is high. The lack of functionality of the
mechanical pre-treatment also leads to rapid clogging. They are not suitable when quick
adjustments of the removal performance are needed. Good for periodically used housing objects as
summer houses and recreational buildings. They can handle large fluctuations in the concentration
amount of wastewater and they efficiently remove organic and suspended solids with high reduction
of fecal coliform and coliform bacteria. The systems efficiency however depends on the vegetation
and unfavourable conditions, such as low temperature of influent water, may reduce the removal
efficiency. With intermitted flow, added aeration modification can help nitrogen removal efficiency.
The advantages of natural treatment methods are: the natural character, inclusion in environment,
simple technological implementation, lower operating costs/ energy consumption, the possibility of
shutdown, removal of nutrients, nitrogen and phosphorus by biomass uptake.
Non mechanical biological treatments: lagoons, stabilization ponds, constructed wetlands are based
on the stimulation of natural self-purification of water bodies. Have relatively low construction and
operation costs. Their main advantage is to provide additional treatment beyond secondary
treatment where required.
3.1.10 Rotating biodiscs
The rotating biodiscs uses fixed cultures where biological contact between the aerobic bacteria film
fixed in a rotating shaft is used as the wastewater flows. Discs with purifying biological film on its
surface are partially immersed and rotated to allow oxygenation of the biomass. Here the frame
must be reliable - properly attached and the size of the surface disks must be appropriate.
Wastewater temperature can effect a reduction of biological activity and a low temperature may
lead to increased BOD concentrations in the effluent. Heat might be necessary where pre-treatment
tanks are susceptible to ambient temperatures. If the tank is not designed well, the media can form
dead spots with settled solids which can cause septic conditions, odour, etc.
3.1.11 Activated sludge process
The activated sludge process uses mixing, stirring of raw sewage with biologically active recycled
sludge. The purifying microorganisms and the influent are mixed to ensure aerobic degradation.
Effective mixing and utilisation of air depends on the right dimensioning of the mixed wastewater
aeration tank and return sludge aeration tank.

3.2 Installation and malfunctioning problems in small wastewater
treatment systems
For installing SWWTP clear installation manual is needed and only experienced contractors should be
hired; installation is only to be carried out by companies with professional experience, appropriate
equipment and facilities, as well as adequately trained personnel. The relevant accident prevention
regulations must be observed in order to avoid risks for employees and third parties. The installation
is to be carried out according to the installation instructions of the manufacturer. The installation
instructions must be available on the construction site. After the installation, the treatment plant
14

should be checked for function and any water losses. Below are illustrated some of the common
installation problems and issues that require attention.
3.2.1

Installation problems

3.2.1.1 Design issues
The correct design of SWWTPs is essential for a long-term and safe operation. Part of the problems
might be caused by design flaws, such as not taking into account existing soil conditions/ soil
percolation. Hydraulic overload occurs when poor soil drainage area is used for installation.
Therefore, site evaluation should not be underestimated. What should be analysed is how much
water the soil can absorb, what is the gravel content, asses the surface drainage, flooding
predictions, etc.

Incorrect/ wrong installation examples of SWWTPs (pictures)

In-growth of root vegetation
Leaky infiltration

Not watertight connection of component parts
Torn pipe connection between primary chamber and biological reactor
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Deficient execution of inlet pipework
Not watertight connection of extension shaft due to non-expert installation

Deficient and inferior execution of inlet pipework in a concrete tank
Torn off inlet pipe caused by movement of tank

3.2.1.2 Installation failures – what to avoid
 Heavy equipment when installing the units can compact the soil and reduce its percolation
rate, e. g. when the soil moisture is high
 For excavation, homeowners should consult a suitably qualified expert to assess the local
ground conditions
 All treatment tanks must be installed on firm bedding material which can bear the tank
weight and its content
 When excavating a whole for treatment systems, it should be of proper size leaving gaps
around tanks
 In a high water table area, adequate drainage of the excavation during installation is needed.
The unit must be levelled. Drain field lines must be levelled and equally distributed,
otherwise overloading will follow.
 For installations in high water table, it is best to place the units on the concrete base
 Non buried components of a system must be elevated above the base flood line, otherwise
floodwater can damage the system and cause hydraulic overload
 It should be taken into account that influent pipes influence the depth of excavations
 One should not install treatment systems too close to the house or trees
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When selecting the installation site, care must be taken to ensure that the plant is accessible
at all times
Uneven distribution of wastewater into the disposal field might be caused by improper
installation of pipes or by not using the correct size of equipment
For effluent pipes, sometimes effluent must flow by gravity. If it cannot flow by gravity, a
proper pump will be required. Diameter of the pipes must be appropriate.
Flow rate and pressure must reflect the choice of the pump system and any pump floats
alarms must be functional, pump cycles properly executed with correct rate and volume
The connection must not be leaking once the unit is filled with water
The vent pipe should be positioned as close as possible to tank when used – it is important to
use the right bends
The distance between the existing and planned water facilities must be so large that
impairments are not to be expected
In water protection areas, the relevant national regulations must be observed

3.2.2 Malfunctioning during operation
Malfunctioning of SWWTPs can be avoided by a regular and preventive maintenance. Regular
servicing by trained personnel (from certified companies) ensures full functionality and it is simply a
necessity. It helps with issues ranging from avoidance of overflow, prevention of damage from longrange deposits to general protection of environment. Only proper functionality of SWWTPs ensures
compliance with set environmental limit values. Malfunctioning during operation can be caused by
mistakes made by homeowners but they can be also resulting from poorly qualified personnel. When
there is no quality-control in place, malfunction and irreversible damages occur and environmental
protection levels are exceeded. Optimization measures need to be taken to prevent failure and
malfunction.
3.2.2.1










Preventive measures
Daily control - control, if system is in commission
Monthly control - Visual control of discharge for sludge output
Visual check for possible inlet and outlet blockage
Identification of occurring floating sludge (remove if necessary)
Read out electric meter (blowers and pumps)
Function check of blowers and pumps, controls and alarm
Setting of operation parameters (oxygen content, sludge volume and removal of sludge
debris)
Check sludge level in primary sedimentation chamber
Requirements for sludge level measurement and faecal sludge removal must be adhered to.
Multi-chamber septic tanks with submerged openings and single and multi-chamber
anaerobic tanks must be emptied completely. Multi-chamber septic tanks with overhead
openings / Remove the sludge, then empty only the sludge filled chambers. Immediately fill
all emptied tanks with water.
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3.2.2.2














An accurate sludge mirror measurement is becoming more and more important with
technical developments. The faecal sludge removal has a decisive influence on the operation
of SWWTPs.
Different equipment leads to different results – use of approved equipment needed
Removal of debris
Check constructional condition
Check ventilation

Malfunctioning examples
Collapse of tanks/ compaction of soils
Corrosion of material due to high groundwater table
Poor drainage of water from the site
Pump failures such as frozen or clogged pipes, broken sewage pipe, unplugged pipe,
undersized pumps, etc.
Blockages in the plant from excess grease or fibrous debris
System elevation is improper
System is undersized and the plant is overloaded
Control unit failure/blackouts that go unnoticed
Inadequate insulating cover
Low flow rate due to lack of use
*In reality, SWWTPS are often not used to their full capacity. SWWTPS are designed for such
under loading scenario and generally fulfil the required treatment requirements in this case
as well. However, problematic are longer operating seasonal interruptions (family houses or
holidays). Here, solutions are required for each individual case. Under loading is especially
problematic in rural areas, like in eastern part of Germany, when the number of person
inhabiting the houses drops significantly and so the systems are not used to their full
capacity which strains them.
Online-monitoring: some SWWTP lack automated instrumentation. Regulation and control of
the plants is done solely by operators - should there be a problem like malfunctioning the
problem cannot be fixed immediately.

3.2.3 Survey of installation and operation – case study Germany
German DWA’s survey from 2012 designed for assessment of maintenance issues collected 67,000
measures from 28 certified maintenance companies. Questions were related to maintenance
reparations and treatment performance. Distribution COD measured results by type of plants
showed that 91% of all plants fulfilled the requirements for COD < 150 mg/l limit, with particularly
good performance by SBR plants and trickling filter plants. Out of all the maintenance reparations,
81% were technique reparations (51 % pumps, 16% compressors, and 15% control units), while
reparation related to building installation made 8%. Possible causes for insufficient cleaning
performance were distributed the following way: the technique used was insufficient 19%, the
clarifier was too small 17% and operator intervened illegally in 12%. It was declared that 52%
negative impact on the treatment efficiency was caused by the operator, with too much hygiene
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articles, grease, detergent etc. in the influent as likely causes. The main conclusions from the case
study were: SWWTPs can achieve good run-down values with qualified maintenance. Exceeding the
COD limit were only about 9% of plants. On average, maximum 7 maintenance visits / MA / day or
1,500 maintenance / MA / year were needed. The greatest need for repair was caused was pump
systems. The biggest problem for the effluent quality was the influent wastewater quality (hygiene
products, grease, detergents, etc.)
3.2.4 Facility owners misuse of facilities
The plants are sometimes operated by household members with limited technical knowledge or
expertise. Many times, home WWTPs are overlooked and undervalued by their homeowners. Proper
operation and maintenance of the system is important. It affects functionality and longevity of the
plant. First of all, a permit is needed before a system is installed. Conventional systems are installed
in accordance with appropriate state regulations. After the installation, a user’s manual should be
given to a homeowner so that homeowners are informed about their system. All onsite WWTPs must
be installed, operated and maintained in accordance with the specific requirements. Malfunctioning
SWWTP are expensive to be replaced or repair and it is the insufficient maintenance which leads to
early plant failure. A routine inspection and service is preferred. Maintenance should be provided on
a regular basis and malfunctioning plants are repaired.
3.2.4.1 Homeowners ‘guidelines/issues
 Homeowners must be always careful and inspect any areas for pooling
 Activities that may pack down the soil should be prohibited. This means no heavy machines
should be used on the field where onsite wastewater plant is installed.
 Preferably, no trees or shrubs should be located too close from the treatment area
 Homeowner should adhere to the estimated water usage per day, as usage above the
designed line can cause problems
 Unnoticed leakage can cause problems
 Regular tank inspection is needed but manholes for inspecting and pumping may be not
always accessible
 A concrete tank shouldn’t have visible signs of rust, plastic tank mustn’t be deformed,
electrical connection must be kept free of corrosion, etc.
 A high water alarm alarms the homeowner about the high water condition which means a
pump malfunctions or maybe there is a clog in the system, or water leakage. It should not be
ignored.
 A regular service and maintenance of pumps when part of the treatment system is needed.
Inlet/outlet pipes must be in good conditions if the plant is to function properly.
 Using additives can be harmful to the system. It is also important to consider what chemicals
are used for the wastewater and how they affect microorganisms. Excessive use of hygiene
products, grease and detergents can affect the function of the system.
 Avoiding excessive use of a garbage disposal as it can lead to overloading of a system with
solids. Use of dental floss, feminine hygiene products, flushable wipes, diapers, cotton swabs,
cat litter, pesticides, paints etc. harms the system.
 The system might be oversized if there is regularly greater water usage, or the system might
be undersized – solids will reach and clog the disposal unit sooner
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the capacity of the tank should not be overloadedThe wastewater flow through the system
should correlates with the number of people in the household. The capacity of the system
must reflect the actual usage requirements.

Failure to pump the septic tank periodically causes damage. Sludge must be transported to a
municipal sewage treatment plant or a sludge handling facility. The area in which it is installed
must be accessible for the removal of sludge.

3.3 Challenges faced today in service and maintenance of small systems
In order to achieve an optimized operation of SWWTPs, some efforts are still need to be made.
Improvement potentials can be found, for example, in the area of the consistent demand in the
expertise of the maintenance personnel and their possible certification, or improved sampling
possibilities. Below are some of the most pressing issues that need to be addressed.
3.3.1 Technical expertise and certification of quality
The SWWTP, despite their technical differences, face similar challenges when it comes to operation
and maintenance. In practice, some of the problems are inadequate installation, different
maintenance regulations from state to state, insufficient control of SWWTP by the operator which do
not correspond with stated requirements. House owners cannot maintain the facilities in use
properly. Weather it is the lack of knowledge or motivation it has a negative effect on the treatment
efficiency. There are also financial and organizational issues as the water authorities often cannot
supervise the proper operation due to personal deficiencies. Lack of time (and skill) at authorities to
do inventories and control installation and function is a huge problem. Many wastewater treatment
plants need to be modernized and this requires significant investment. The consequence is a
persistently high failure rate. For the maintenance of the plants, often insufficiently qualified
personnel are used. Therefore, experts are needed in servicing of SWWTPs, whether it is for
building, installation, retrofitting and restoration of plants or their general maintenance and proper
functioning. It is important to establish uniform minimum standards for the training of specialists for
the maintenance of SWWTP, to minimize among others mistakes with new construction, installation,
retrofitting and refurbishment of SWWTP. Certification of maintenance companies is one possibility
of internal quality assurance, as well as introduction of a regular control body (e.g. private experts,
authorities). It is also important to offer advice and share information through training events,
whether it is training of local authorities and dissemination of training, or special training for experts
and certification of service companies. All these steps lead to heavily improved operation of SWWTP.
In addition to the regular exchange of experiences, seminars and brochures for the specialist staff
and the publics, an interface for digital transmission of the maintenance protocols and software
development offers a unique chance for optimization of SWWTP.
3.3.2 Demographic change
Another issue is the demographic change in countries with young people leaving the rural areas.
Particularly affected areas are mainly in the east of Germany and in rural areas. Debates over
centralised or decentralised choice of treatment are on-going. The economic consequences of such
demographic changes and their implications are yet unknown. It is possible, that without proper
funding, plants’ operation cannot be longer ensured. Rural areas are also often not informed about
developments in other parts of the country or about alternative treatment systems. It is important to
be all inclusive when designing SWWTP policies.
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3.3.3 Harmonized service reporting
When it comes to the use of remote data transfer to monitor SWWTP by qualified third parties as
well in terms of maintenance, there is a strong competition among the maintenance companies in
Germany which leads to different understandings of training standards, different use of technical
equipment used for maintenance and price dumping in some areas. Overall, it leads to different
maintenance quality depending on the chosen contractor. This had led to an initiative by DWA to
establish certification of maintenance companies done by: on-site inspection at intervals of 2 years,
checking of the maintenance protocol for plausibility, ensuring each installer is a trained expert,
testing of the technical equipment of maintenance companies, and implementation of maintenance
work in practice. Use of the same software for service companies, local water authorities and water
associations for registration of service data simplifies the data transmission and the monitoring of
the service data. In reality, local authorities struggle to monitor the operation and overall
performance of the plants in use. Central operation of SWWTP would make the monitoring and the
service easier for everyone involved.

3.3.4 Digital maintenance protocol - supporting control of function and certified service
There are many stakeholders and many information interfaces at operation of SWWTP. The federal
states in Germany have different ways of operating and monitoring of the plants. Through the use of
remote data transmission and monitoring, the possibilities for implementing a control function and
certified service were further developed (self-control and technical management by third parties,
continuous monitoring of system-relevant operating conditions). Maintenance differs from a state to
state. Sufficient quality and official monitoring is hardly possible without relying on technology.
Therefore, development of uniform, digital maintenance protocols for standardization of
maintenance protocols could help to assess the maintenance realities. In Germany, development of
digital maintenance protocols has been initiated and used. The goal is the development of a clear
interface platform with all stakeholders’ involved (Lower Water Authorities, Municipalities,
associations and maintenance companies). The basis of the systems builds on transparent interplay
between information transmitters (maintenance companies) and receivers (water authorities,
municipalities, associations, authorities). Data with clearly defined format and content (interface
description) is used. This is put together into digital maintenance logs combining advantages of
computerization and unification. For maintenance companies, it means optimization of procedures
(uniform maintenance logs, simple dispatch, and single software). For water authorities, efficient
evaluation of maintenance protocols and monitoring of SWWTP is possible. For municipalities,
support in the organization of the needs – oriented service (fecal sludge removal) is provided. Better
cooperation thanks to scope and documentation of the maintenance operations results in better
accountability and results driven water protection. Supportive framework, equipment of the
monitoring authorities with software, the evaluation of the maintenance protocols in the DiWa
interface format with continuous development of the interface according to needs of users and
regular exchange of stakeholders´ experience are needed. Use of the interface software across state
boundaries means the maintenance companies, which are active in several Federal States, only have
to adjust to one system. DiWa is now used in 14 federal states, and it comes with over 450
maintenance companies and nearly 250 Water authorities, municipalities and associations. A good
communication flow is important. A digital interface like this simplifies the process of operation and
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contributes to improvement of SWWTP. It could be used in any country and adjusted according to
the priorities and needs of the water sector.

3.3.5 Financial support
Furthermore, targeted financial support proved to be one of the most successful instruments in
tackling SWWTPs in Germany and bringing about change at a larger scale. There are differences
between the regional and the local decision making bodies but overall, a unified approach is in place.
It is important for each municipality to have an overview on the issues ranging from the number of
decentralized wastewater treatment systems and their distribution, types of SWWTPs in use, level of
operation, and maintenance of SWWTPs, as well as expertise of staff responsible for maintenance
and operation of SWWTPs which is also ready to address future challenges (e.g. financing of new
plants since some of the SWWTP might be not up to standard and renewal is slow). For this, a
significant financial contribution from the state is needed.
3.3.6 Overall challenges
In conclusion the overall challenges are:
•

Customers should be informed about pros and cons of centralized and decentralized
treatments transparently. Often there is a lack of knowledge on decentralized wastewater
treatment systems

•

Choice of SWWTP should always take into account local environment and its specifications

•

Affordability/costs: Disparities in geographical and financial sense should be addressed as
wastewater treatment in rural areas is more costly than in other areas.

•

Insufficient policy in relation to SWWTP which / create structures or environment which
makes environmental improvement action possible

•

Better regulations of SWWTP in terms of operation and maintenance, monitoring and
technical staff

•

Provide an independent control unit with a specific code of practice defining what optimal
operation and maintenance should look like

•

Only professionals and trained experts with specialised knowledge should operate the plants.
A supply of adequately trained and qualified professionals. Technical personnel should be
trained in a unified fashion and have same qualifications. Also, continuous training should be
available.

•

Environment (scale, concentration, distance of SWWTP) might make access to technical
assistance and support more complicated. Easier access to available information, assistance
and support to customers is needed.

•

Sustainable financial support for maintenance of SWWTP encompassed within general
institutional support
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•

Long term and sustainable strategies towards improving the situation of small-wastewater
treatment systems are needed.

To sum up, a unified strategy towards meeting environmental standards is needed, with allocation of
financial resources to support the strategy, a coherent management framework, defined legal
requirements for SWWTPs but also monitoring in practice and regular assessment of the impact of
policies and possible improvements.

3.4 Germany- a case study of maintenance regulation
In Germany, the DIBt (Deutsches Institut für Bautechnik) in Berlin regulates the design, construction
and operation of SWWTPs. This authority also grants approvals for plants which previously had to
demonstrate their treatment capability in standardised tests with a testing institute. Approvals also
regulate the requirements for maintenance and operator control. This approval is based on the
European standard EN 12566 and the supplementary German standard DIN 4261. Maintenance
requirements are system and plant-related. Maintenance work on constructed wetlands, SBR or
trickling filters will of course differ. The maintenance frequency also depends on the classification
system as well as the requirements of the manufacturers. The minimum maintenance frequency is
given in approval classes. The plant-related work is also documented here and is part of the
maintenance report.
For some time, there have been approvals for different classes of treatment performance that
require different maintenance intervals:
Class C: for carbon removal maintenance twice a year
Class N: for nitrification maintenance 2x per year
Class D: for denitrification maintenance 2x per year
Class + P: for additional phosphate elimination maintenance 3x per year
Class + H: for additional disinfection maintenance 3x per year
Almost all previously installed SWWTPs have to be maintained at least twice a year. Usually only class
C is required for SWWTP in Germany. Only in certain cases where specific measures for the
protection of waters are required, further treatment requirements may be imposed. In the case C
removal class, only the COD is to be measured in the waste water treatment plant during every
maintenance operation. For plants with nitrification, NH4-N is additionally measured, and for plants
with denitrification, the inorganic nitrogen is measured. Phosphorus elimination and disinfection are
additional parameters that are measured. These maintenance rules have been in force in Germany
since January 2005. New approvals include these rules, which considerably reduces the cost of
maintenance of units. The regulation was made possible by European norm EN 12566-3, which
specifies the operational safety requirements. It states that "the equipment shall be equipped with
an alarm device which indicates operating faults” (for example, electrical, mechanical or hydraulic
failure). The manufacturer shall indicate the type of failure detected by the alarm." This also includes
a grid-independent power failure monitoring. The question now arises as to how old systems
installed before 2005 can also benefit from the maintenance rules. Since most plants are still based
on an old approval, which usually involves three times a year's maintenance, they are not adjusted
automatically. If shifting to the regulations requirements from 2005, these plants no longer meet the
requirements stated in approval classes and also not in the waste water regulations. However, if
these installations are in accordance with EN 12566 and the applicable validation principles of the
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DIBt, the maintenance rules may be applied with the consent of the lower water authority.
Therefore, retrofitting with corresponding alarm modules will be necessary for most existing
systems.
Maintenance firms or manufacturers of SWWTPs, in these cases, provide the authorities with a
certificate stating that the appropriate adaptation measures have been taken to enable the new
maintenance rules to be applied. Again, the DIBt has to be quoted. The DIBt distinguishes between
skilled and specialized persons. Checks are carried out by the plant operator or by a person
appointed by him. The skilled competence matter is required here. Only qualified persons are
allowed to carry out the maintenance, who can become the specialists by passing corresponding
seminars. The expertise for maintenance is required by more and more authorities. Corresponding
training measures are provided, e.g. from the DWA nationwide. It has become clear that the
specialist is an essential component for the proper operation of the plants. Approved systems are
now high-performance products which are usually highly operational. Savings in plant maintenance,
however, require increased attention from operators. Since the new rules for the licensing of plants
were of great importance for the detection of operational faults, the requirements for maintenance
could be reduced.
Since the operator is responsible for the proper functioning of his treatment plants, malfunctions
must be fixed immediately. Most maintenance companies can help. The maintenance must be
performed at least annually by a professional. It should cover blockages, deposits, leaks, structural
damage to the system, sludge level - the sludge disposal, and maintenance contract/maintenance
report. Since only a simple COD measurement is necessary for the determination of the run-off
values for each maintenance check, there is also a cost saving issue to be considered here. The
amount of sludge must also be determined. Regular sludge removal is no longer required. The
maintenance company must provide appropriate equipment for measuring the sludge level. Here,
too, significant cost savings can occur.
Operation and maintenance are set up so that
a) All parts that require regular maintenance are accessible at all times;
b) Threats to the environment are not to be expected, particularly during the removal, transport and
storage of sludge;
c) They do not affect the functionality of plants in their intended purpose or put them at risk;
d) No harassing odour is being permanently emitted.

3.5 Tests of technical performance
A major component of European standard EN 12566-3 for small treatment plants is the procedure for
testing the purification performance. All applicable analysis procedures, a testing timetable and the
definitions of the individual test modes are listed in EN 12566-3. Table 1 gives an overview of the
type and duration of test modes to be performed as well as the type and number of samples to be
taken.
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Table 1. Testing Sequences EN 12566- 3

Sequence

Time Elapsed

Sampling

Measurements

[Weeks]
Biomass Establishment
Nominal:
100% Hydraulic Flow
Underloading:
50% Hydraulic Flow

X

Grab Sample

X

6

24-h Mix Sample

4

2

24-h Mix Sample

2

6

24-h Mix Sample

5

Nominal:
100% Hydraulic Flow with
Power Breakdown (24-h)
Low

Occupation

Stress:

0% Hydraulic Flow

24-h Mix Sample
2

on 2nd and 5th Day after

2

Holiday Period
Nominal:
100% Hydraulic Flow

6

24-h Mix Sample

3

2

24-h Mix Sample

2

6

24-h Mix Sample

5

2

24-h Mix Sample

2

6

24-h Mix Sample

3

Overloading:
100% Hydraulic Flow with
150% Overloading (48-h)
Nominal:
100% Hydraulic Flow with
Power Breakdown (24-h)
Underloading:
50% Hydraulic Flow
Nominal:
100% Hydraulic Flow
Total

38 + X

28 + X
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Both overloading and underloading, as well as normal operation, are evaluated during the course of
the annual inspection (38 weeks plus running-in period). While there is generally a 50% reduction in
the inflow amount during the underloading phase, the overloading phase is dependent on the design
parameters of the testing system. There is also a 14-day "holiday mode" phase with no inflow and
two 24-hour phases, one for a nominal load of 100% and one for power failure.
The test systems are regularly sampled, so that the parameters necessary for the assessment of
purification performance can be recorded. In addition to the classical parameters of COD, BOD5 and
TSS, these parameters may include ammonium, nitrate and phosphate and possibly the microbial
load (faecal coliforms), depending on the targeted certification.
In order to facilitate the comparability of statements on the purification performance of testing
systems, regulations on wastewater composition for the feeding of testing systems have been
incorporated into EN 12566-3 (Error! Reference source not found.).

Table 2 Wastewater Quality (inflow) for Testing (EN 12566-3)

Parameters

Mean

Range

BOD5/7

325 mg/l

150 - 500 mg/l

COD

650 mg/l

300 – 1,000 mg/l

SS

450 mg/l

200 - 700 mg/l

TKN

62.5 mg/l

25 - 100 mg/l

NH4-N

51 mg/l

22 - 80 mg/l

Ptot

12.5 mg/l

5 - 20 mg/l

or

or

Standard EN 12566 contains no reference to the assessment of systems and no guidelines for
effluent concentrations. Free trade with these systems in the European market might have the effect
that small wastewater treatment plants could, for example, be purchased at the hardware store and
installed by anyone without any technical knowledge. The respective water laws and regulations of
many countries (e.g., Germany, France, Belgium, Netherlands and Austria), stipulate requirements
with respect to effluent concentrations which must be adhered to. So, in Germany for example, there
is an application approval for the CE marking of small wastewater treatment systems.
In Germany the water law requirements for the construction and operation of small wastewater
treatment systems are regulated through the General Building Inspectorate Approvals (Application
Approvals) of the German Institute for Building Technology (DIBt).
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The Water Construction Products Code (WasBauPVO) regulates mass-produced wastewater
products. The verification of water law requirements in general building approvals is carried out
pursuant to this code. This means that the conditions for the installation, start-up, operation and
maintenance of the Small Wastewater Treatment Plant construction product, are regulated from the
perspective of water legislation via the instrument of the General Building Inspectorate Approvals.

3.6 Challenges of monitoring micropollutants in wastewater
The importance of sampling influent and effluent wastewater taking account of diurnal variations in
concentration and hydraulic retention time in the system has been pointed out both in the BONUS
OPTITREAT project and in literature (Ort et al 2010), but many published studies show results of
single or multiple grab samples not taken on consecutive days, which could give very variable results
in removal efficiencies if influent concentration varies. This is even more important when sampling
onsite single or a few household facilities where the variations in chemical and pharmaceuticals use
and water volume use can be very variable, than in large wastewater treatment plant where there is
a levelling effect due to the large number of persons connected. Even in large wastewater treatment
plants the variations in influent concentration can be very large, despite the large number of persons
connected to the influent stream, as noted in this BONUS OPTITREAT project where the wastewater
uptake area was 30000 persons equivalent of the city of Aachen.
Yet a further challenge in the determination of removal efficiencies is to perform high quality
chemical analysis. There are problems of metabolized pharmaceuticals entering the system in the
influent, while deconjugated in the wastewater treatment process, the structure of the
pharmaceutical detected in the effluent can be of higher concentration than in the influent. This is a
well-known problem often encountered in the scientific literature giving negative removal
efficiencies (e.g. Blair et al., 2015; Verlicchi et al., 2012). In addition to that, the influent wastewater
is very concentrated in pollutants, especially in the onsite wastewater treatment facilities since the
sewer system is very short until loaded into the facilities in comparison of the large wastewater
treatment systems where some degradation and sludge reactions may occur already in the sewer
systems before entering the wastewater treatment plant.
Finally it should be recognized that tests of influence of parameters controlling the removal efficiency
in onsite wastewater treatment systems are not easily performed, since several parameters are
changing with time. Testing one parameter at a time would of course be optimal, but is usually not
plausible in systems tested under normal operating conditions, why PCA analysis of degree of
explanation of different parameters of the observed variations is a good tool. The temperature and
the influent concentration may differ between occasions and higher removal efficiencies have been
shown at higher influent concentrations (Krkoˇsek et al 2014). When testing for hydraulic retention
time and oxygen dependence, the temperature and/or concentration may change.

3.7 Onsite wastewater treatment facilities included in the BONUS
OPTITREAT Project
Three onsite wastewater treatment facilities were tested in the BONUS OPTITREAT project. They
were all confined compact facilities that allowed for sampling, necessary to test parameters to
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control the wastewater treatment efficiency. The three facilities are described briefly below, a more
detailed description is published in Jalowiecki et al (2016).
Facility AFixed bed reactor is a treatment integrating mechanical, biological and chemical elements. All
treatment steps are combined in a single container with six tanks. The first three tanks are septic
tanks, next are two tanks with biological treatment, one clarifier tank and in the last tank a
phosphorous filter is placed. The biological wastewater treatment is carried out by microorganisms
attached to the fixed carrier material installed in the bioreactor. The carrier material consists of
plastic lamellas. There are pumps installed to ensure aeration of the biotanks. The active surface area
according to the manufacturer is 168 m2.
Facility BTrickling filter/biofilter system is a two steps treatment system. The system consists of two septic
tanks and a compact filter. The compact filter is made of rock wool which is manufactured into cubes
which differ in size. The biological treatment takes place by biofilm attached on the filter-media and
the wastewater flows over the filter. The filter filled with rock wool acts as a high surface area for
biofilm formation where organisms grow over the surface of the media. This type of reactor retains
media in suspension. Aeration of the biotank is supported by a passive air shaft. The surface area of
the facility has not been defined.
Facility C
Aerated filter system The fluidized bed reactor operates with fluidized biofilm media providing a high
active surface for microorganisms growing on it. The system consists of two septic clarifier tanks, the
third tank which is the bioreactor, and the final clarifier tank. This facility has a reflux of biological
active wastewater after the biological tank back to the clarifier tank to support for increased total
nitrogen removal. In the biological tank the wastewater and air is pumped upwards into the reactor
to support oxygenation and mixing. The biological tank functions with continuously moving media.
Microorganisms are immobilized on the small, fluidized units of carrier media, consisting of
centimeter sized plastic round grids. There are also suspended microorganisms in the bioreactor
which are released from the fluidized media. The active surface area according to the manufacturer
is 210 m2.
The tests of the facilities were performed at PIA Gmbh Aachen test center and started by following
the standardized test EN 12566-3 and continued by targeted tests on the parameters possible to
improve the removal efficiency of the facilities.
3.7.1 The hydraulic retention time of OPTITREAT test facilities
The hydraulic retention time was considered an important parameter that needed to be
determined, both for proper sampling since influent concentrations of all micropollutants show large
variations, and for evaluating effects on the removal efficiency when changing the hydraulic
retention time. The theoretical hydraulic retention time was modelled using the program Simulink
combined with Matlab evaluation of results. The model was fed with flow data, manufacturer’s
information about volumes of the tanks and a spiking test of a tracer added day 70 after normalizing
the model. The results show that theoretically the hydraulic retention time was about 5 days in total
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until the peak had reached the outlet for all three facilities tested, despite their differences in
construction (Figure 1). Then a spiking test using Lithiumchloride as an inert tracer was performed to
test the hydraulic retention time in functioning facilities in reality. Lithiumchloride was added to give
a maximum concentration of 1 g/l in the facilities to be possible to monitor considering analytical
aspects as limit if quantification of the laboratory analysis of Lithium. Effluent concentrations were
monitored by analysis in grab samples in two steps; first a period to test the background
concentration of Lithium in the wastewater by sampling once every day for 8 days before the tracer
was added to the influent wastewater; then a period where Lithium chloride was added as a single
spike in the influent at one occasion and the concentration of Lithium was monitored in the effluent
concentration by grab samples every day for about four weeks. The result of the test showed
markedly shorter hydraulic retention time for all three facilities than modelled (Figure 2). The
effluent concentration peak of Facility A occurred after 2 days, Facility B occurred after 3 days and
Facility C occurred after 3 days. The passage of all of the spiked Lithium out of the systems was
finished about 16 days after spiking.

Figure 1 Modelling results of the hydraulic retention rate, facility 1 top left, facility 2 top right and facility 3 below.
Effluent peaks at 5 days for all facilities.
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Figure 2. Test of the hydraulic retention time in real functioning facilities using Lithiumchloride tracer (effluent
concentration of lithium on the y-axis, date on x-axis). Date of tracer added 2016-01-27.

4 Wastewater pollution
Both large wastewater sewage treatment plants as well as onsite wastewater treatment facilities are
built to remove “macropollutants” i.e. pathogens, suspended solids, organic substances and nitrogen
and phosphorus, but not “micropollutant” substances that are not readily biodegradable. The
removal efficiency of macropollutants in both large and small wastewater treatment facilities has
been extensively investigated why the focus in this report is on micropollutants. The macropollutants
have been monitored during the OPTITREAT project to ensure the facilities were operating under
normal conditions.
Micropollutants can be found in household wastewater in various, often comparably low
concentrations compared to macropollutants and origins from the usage and emissions from
products that are in our homes, such as antibacterial agents, plasticizers and fire retardants, as well
as residues of Pharmaceuticals and Personal Care Products (PPCPs) and other organic substances that
are persistent. Pharmaceuticals are designed to be efficient in low concentrations and further to be
stable to certain conditions as stomach acid and bacterial degradation to be able to reach the target
area in our bodies. Only a fraction of most pharmaceuticals are degraded in the body, the rest end up
in the wastewater treatment plants where many pass and end up in the recipient waters (SEPA 2008,
Loos et al., 2012). When micropollutants have reached rivers and lakes they may cause acute and
chronic toxic effects on biota as well as behavioral changes of fish with adverse effects on the
ecosystems (Brodin et al 2016).
Several EU directives (Marine Framework directive 2008/56/EG, Water Framework directive (WFD)
2000/60/EEG, WFD daughter directive 2008/105/EG), Baltic Sea Action Plan (BSAP) and the EU's
Baltic Sea strategy has led to increased focus on problems with the load of pharmaceuticals and
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personal care products to the inland waterbodies and the marine environment. The issues are
further focused through the identification of priority substances (Directives 2000/60/EC and
2008/105/EC as regards priority substances in the field of water policy, European Parliament, 2013).
The watch list of priority substances has recently been reviewed and pharmaceuticals (diclofenak, 17alfa ethinylestradiol, 17-beta estradiol) and Perfluorooctanesulfonic acid (PFOS) earlier used in e.g.
firefighting agents and in water- and wind resistance coatings on clothes have been included on the
list. Among the problematic agents in wastewaters, antibiotics as pharmaceutical substances are
plentiful with their bacteriostatic and bactericidal activities. Antibiotics often leave treatment plants
untreated and this has resulted not only in significant environmental contamination but also
inhibited microorganisms found in the biological waste treatment processes. In particular, the
concentration of antibiotics in manure wastewater treatment plants is higher than other sites.
Knowledge of antibiotic fate in the environment has not kept pace with their increased usage (Halling
et al. 1998; Kummerer 2001; Martinez 2009).

4.1 Selection of micropollutants focus substances
The European Chemicals Agency (ECHA) expresses that “the exact number of chemicals on the
market is still unknown, and new chemicals are introduced each year”. In Europe the REACH
legislation (Regulation (EC) No 1907/2006 of the European Parliament and of the Council on the
Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals) has been adopted to regulate
chemicals. ECHA expresses further that “The REACH Regulation requires chemicals manufactured or
imported in the EU at or over one tonne a year to be registered, and ECHA expects at least 30 000
existing chemicals to be registered in this category by 2018”. Wastewater is a major transport
pathway of the chemicals used in people’s everyday life and household wastewater thus contain
many of the chemicals on the household market. However, to manage to address processes of
wastewater removal efficiencies, selections of relevant focus substances to investigate, needs to be
done.
Measurements of PPCPs including pharmaceutical residues in wastewater has been compiled in
several recent scientific reviews (Falås et al 2012, Luo et al 2014, Sui et al 2015), where Falås et al
(2012) summarized all Swedish reports and surveys between 2001 and 2009. Falås et al (2012)
showed that 70 substances were observed in the influent with large variations in median
concentrations from a few ng/L to ~ 100 mg/l. Falås et al (2012) could show removal efficiencies for
62 substances where some were efficiently removed (100% of acetaminophen and ibuprofen) while
others as diclofenac were not removed to any large degree. In a summary, Falås et al showed that
only about 25% of the PPCPs are removed to a high degree and another 25% of the substances are
removed to a modest degree, often with varying degree of removal efficiency and the rest show very
limited or negative removal efficiency in large wastewater treatment plants.
Blum et al (2017) used a non-target approach to investigate the occurrence of micropollutants in
wastewater in onsite facilities and large wastewater treatment plants. Blum et al (2016) selected
substances among the identified chemicals in effluents using criteria of ecotoxicological relevant
parameters as persistance, bioaccumulation factors and toxicity and then scored them according to
the ecotoxicologic relevance and removal efficiency in onsite facilities. They found that the most
relevant substances in effluents from onsite wastewater facilities were galaxolide (fragrance), αtocopheryl acetate (vitamin E acetate), octocrylene (UV-stabilizer), 2,4,7,9-tetramethyl-5-decyn-4,7diol (surfactant), several chlorinated organophosphorus flame retardants and linear alkyl benzenes.
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However, using other analytical instruments than the ones used in Blum et al (2017) would probably
also result in additional focus on more polar substances as pharmaceuticals. Baresel et al (2015)
reviewed the concentrations and fate of pharmaceuticals and other emerging pollutants in
wastewater treatment. Baresel et al (2015) presented guidelines on target definitions, sampling,
evaluation in a holistic approach and pointed out selected groups of substances of particular interest
when improving wastewater treatment techniques. The selected groups of substances were:
Pharmaceuticals, Plasticizers – phthalate esters, Flame retardants, Phenolic substances, Per- and
polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS), Microorganisms i.e. bacteria and viruses, in particular antibiotic
resistant bacteria and their resistant genes.
Thus, there are many organic micropollutants that pass both large WWTP and onsite wastewater
treatment facilities and end up in recipient waters, and to increase knowledge how to possibly
improve removal efficiencies in onsite wastewater facilities already on the market, the BONUS
OPTITREAT project chose to include a variety of selected target miropollutants with different
chemical physical properties (Table 3). The selected substances were chosen due to the earlier
frequency of detection in wastewater during the Swedish chemicals screening programme, their
differences in octanol-water partition coefficient, water solubility and acid-base characteristics as
well as aspects of sampling and handling of samples. A large variety of pharmaceuticals were chosen
as an important group in wastewater due to the constant use and the large variety in properties. The
hormones were chosen due to the potent effects in the environment if emitted. Phenols were
chosen due to the increased environmental concern i.e. Bisfenol A was recently adopted on the ECHA
Candidate list of substances of very high concern. Organophosphates and UV-filters are two groups
of emerging chemicals that have been recognized both in the Swedish screening programme and in
Blum et al 2017 as relevant substances. Not all substances were detected in the OPTITREAT tests.
Table 3. Selected pharmaceuticals and other organic micropollutants included in the BONUS OPTITREAT project and their
chemical and physical properties.

Substance

Mode of action
for
pharmaceuticals

Log
KOW
exp.
EPI
suite

Log
KOW
calc.
ACD/
Labs

Log
D(pH7.4)
calc.
ACD/
Labs

pKa
DrugBa
nk

pKa
HSDB
at pH
around 7

acid/base/neu
tral

Pharmaceuticals:
Amlodipine

Antihypertensives

3

4.2

1.91

-

base

Atenolol
Bisoprolol

Antihypertensives
Antihypertensives

0.16
1.87

0.1
2.1

-1.85
0.12

9.6
-

Caffeine

Stimulant

-

-0.1

0.28

Carbamazepine

Sedatives

2.45

2.7

2.28

10.4 (at
40°C)
-

8.79
(amine)
(est)
9.6
pKa1=9.
27
(seconda
ry
amine);
pKa2=1
4.09
(alcohol)
14.0 (at
25°C)
13.9

base
base

neutral
neutral
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Citalopram
Diclofenac
Fluoxetine

Antidepressants
Antiinflammatories
Antidepressants

Furosemide

Diuretics

Hydrochlorothiazide
Ibuprofen

Antihypertensives
Antiinflammatories
Antiinflammatories
Antihypertensives
Antiinflammatories
Sedatives

-0.07
3.97

-0.1
3.7

-0.01
0.45

7.9
4.91

pKa1=3.
8;
pKa2=7.
5
7.9
4.91

3.12

2.8

0.06

4.45

-

acid

1.18
3.18

1.8
3.0

-0.25
0.45

4.15

4.15

base
acid

2.24

2.3

2.06

-

neutral

Antiinflammatories
Antihypertensives
Antihypertensives
Antiulcers
Antipsychotic

0.46

1.1

0.74

9.38

pKa1=
1.55 (C=N-);
pKa2=1
0.9 (OH)
/Estimat
ed/
9.38

3.48
0.27
-

3.1
3.4
1.2
2.9

1.15
-0.13
-0.63
1.81

9.42
-

base
acid
base
base

4.68
0.9

4.8
4.4
0.5

3.14
4.60
-1.61

-

pKa1 =
8.76
(seconda
ry
amine);
pKa2 =
1.16
(imine)
(est)
-

2.7
Log
KOW
exp.
EPI
suite
4.01
3.13
3.67
Log
KOW
exp.
EPI
suite
5.76

3.4
Log
KOW
calc.
ACD/
Labs
3.7
3.7
4.5
Log
KOW
calc.
ACD/
Labs
6.2

0.30
Log
D(pH7.4)
calc.
ACD/
Labs
3.6
3.4
3.9
Log
D(pH7.4)
calc.
ACD/
Labs
6.1

5.87
pKa
DrugBa
nk

pKa
HSDB
at pH
around 7

acid
acid/base/neu
tral

pKa
DrugBa
nk

pKa
HSDB
at pH
around 7

acid
acid
acid
acid/base/neu
tral

-

-

acid

Ketoprofen
Metoprolol
Naproxen
Oxazepam

Paracetamol
Propranolol
Ramipril
Ranitidine
Risperidone

Sertraline
Simvastatin
Terbutaline
Warfarin
Hormones:

Estradiol
Estrone
Ethinylestradiol
Phenols:

4-n-Nonylphenol

Antidepressants
Lipid-regulating
Asthma
medication
Anticoagulants

4.51

2.5
4.1

1.27
1.37

4.15

4.15

base
acid

3,82;
4,05
2.03

4.1

1.75

-

-

base

3.1

-0.78

-

acid

acid
acid

acid

base
neutral
base
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Bisphenol A
4-t-Octylphenol
Triclosan
Organophosphates:

2-Ethylhexyldiphenylphosphate
Tri-isobutylphosphate
Tri-n-butylphosphate
Tri-phenylphosphate
Tris(2butoxyethyl)phospha
te
Tris(2chloroethyl)phosphat
e
Tris(2chloropropyl)phosph
ate
Triscresylphosphate
Tris(1,3-dichloro-2propyl)phosphate
Tris(2etylhexyl)phosphate
UV-Filter:

Octocrylene

3.32

Abbreviations:

EHDPP

4.76
Log
KOW
exp.
EPI
suite
5.73

TIBP

3.4
5.7
5.2
Log
KOW
calc.
ACD/
Labs
6.6

3.6
5.5
5.1
Log
D(pH7.4)
calc.
ACD/
Labs
5.7

7.9
pKa
DrugBa
nk

9.6
7.9
pKa
HSDB
at pH
around 7

acid
acid
acid
acid/base/neu
tral

-

-

neutral

3.7

3.7

-

-

neutral

TBP
TPhP
TBEP

4
4.59
3.75

4.3
4.1
4.3

3.7
4.1
3.5

-

-

neutral
neutral
neutral

TCEP

1.44

0.5

1.4

-

-

neutral

1.5

2.4

-

-

neutral

5.5
1.8

5.0
3.3

-

-

neutral
neutral

10.1

5.0

-

-

neutral

Log
KOW
calc.
ACD/
Labs
7.5

Log
D(pH7.4)
calc.
ACD/
Labs
6.3

pKa
DrugBa
nk

pKa
HSDB
at pH
around 7

acid/base/neu
tral

-

-

neutral

TCPP

TCP
TDCPP

3.65

TEHP
Abbreviations:

OC

Log
KOW
exp.
EPI
suite

5 Removal efficiencies of pollutants in onsite wastewater
treatment facilities.
The variations of removal efficiency of micropollutants both in large and small wastewater treatment
facilities shown in literature are large. The variations are often explained by physical and chemical
properties of the substances studied, facilities microbial preconditions as aeration, sludge retention
time or local variations in organic carbon in soil materials, temperature or other parameters that can
affect either the biodegradation rate or the sorption of micropollutants.
The removal efficiency of the selected substances in the BONUS OPTITREAT onsite facilities has been
compared and agrees with other studies in literature showing overall large variations between the
selected substances (Figure 3). The OPTITREAT results show that the known calcitrant substances
hydrochlortiazid, oxazepam and diclofenac have low removal efficiency, while ibuprofen, triclosan,
simvastatin, amlodipine and caffein have high removal efficiency in facility A and C. There are large
differences in the removal efficiency between the three facilities tested for some of the selected
substances. The hormones estrone, estradiol and ethinyl estradiol have removal efficiency ~35-80%
in the BONUS OPTITREAT and it indicates that there is a risk that hormones are introduced into the
environment from onsite wastewater treatment facilities. Hormones and endocrine disruptors have
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been observed in the environment downstream and in groundwater receiving onsite wastewater
effluents (Stanford and Weinberg 2010, Phillips et al 2015). Qiang et al (2013) showed that large
wastewater treatment plants using active sludge process was more efficient in removal of endocrine
disruptors than constructed wetlands, stabilization ponds and micro-power biofilm reactors. The
highest removal efficiency of estrone and estradiol in the OPTITREAT results was achieved in facility C
(63% and 85% respectively, significant p<0.05 when applying students T-test) which combines an
active sludge process with biofilm carrier material, thus it agrees with the noted efficiency of the
active sludge process on hormones. Further noteworthy, is the high removal efficiency of the UVstabilizer substance octocrylen which agrees with results in Blum et al (2017).
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Figure 3. Removal efficiencies (%) of BONUS OPTITREAT facilities A, B and C for selected substances included in the study.
24 h flow proportional paired influent to effluent samples. Samples where influent concentration <LOQ has not been
included. Negative removal efficiency is not shown in the graph.

The removal efficiency of organophosphates has been investigated briefly in the OPTITREAT project
showing average values calculated from 24 h flow proportional influent and effluent samples, from
four separated sampling occasions (Figure 4). In general , the chlorinated organophosphates show
the lowest removal efficiency which agrees well with the studies in large wastewater treatment
plants of Marklund et al (2005).
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Figure 4. Indicative results of average removal efficiency % of organophosphates in BONUS OPTITREAR onsite
wastewater treatment facilities. Average values calculated from 24 h flow proportional influent and effluent samples,
from four separated sampling occasions.

The removal efficiency of single pharmaceuticals in the small wastewater treatment facilities in
OPTITREAT has been compared to reduction efficiencies in a large (>100000 pe) conventional active
sludge municipal wastewater treatment plant, Henriksdal, in Sweden tested by Fick et al (2011)
(Figure 5). If the reduction efficiency would be the same for the small and the large municipal
wastewater treatment plant, the results would fall on the linear marker in the figure. It can be noted
that Metoprolol, citalopram, fluoxetine and bisoprolol have a clearly higher reduction efficency in the
small wastewater treatment plant than in the municipal wastewater treatment plant. All these
substances are bases. For the other substances comparable in the studies the facilities E and F
produces similar reduction efficiencies as the large municipal wastewater treatment plant. However
facility C show lower reduction efficiency than the other facilities
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Figure 5. Comparison of reduction efficiencies of single pharmaceuticals between small wastewater treatment facilities
tested in BONUS OPTITREAT with reduction efficiency of Henriksdal conventional active sludge municipal treatment
plant (>100000 pe) reference Fick et al 2011. Negative reduction is out of range of this plot.

The onsite wastewater treatment facilities on the market can be adjusted for parameters serving for
efficient sorption and /or biodegradation from microbial degradation. In the following chapter the
BONUS OPITREAT shows effects of the physical chemical properties of the substances and the
parameters that were tested. The parameters discussed and tested in OPTITREAT were; hydraulic
retention time, active surface area, oxygen supply and temperature.

5.1 Chemical and physical properties of micropollutants – effect on
removal efficiency in wastewater treatment
The chemical and physical properties of pollutants are some of the most important parameters that
determine the fate of the substances in wastewater treatment process in both large and small
treatment plants. The removal efficiency of the micropollutants is often explained by the dominant
chemical physical properties of octanol-water partitioning coefficient (LogKow), water solubility
(LogD), or acid-base properties (pKa). However many micropollutants, for example several
pharmaceuticals, fall in the moderate range of all the constants and they are often large organic
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molecules with several functional groups, designed for specific activities that needs to be addressed
when understanding the interactions with biofilm, sludge or soil materials. Some examples of
substances that have variable results in literature as well as in the BONUS OPTITREAT tests are
addressed below.
5.1.1 Octanol-water partitioning and water solubility
In the BONUS OPTITREAT project the results of removal efficiency has been reviewed and tested with
regard to the micropollutants octanol-water partitioning coefficient and acid-base characteristics.
Water solubility or octanol-water constant determines the affinity of the substances to sludge and
particles in the wastewater. Several studies in onsite wastewater facilities show dependencies with
higher removal efficiency with higher Log Kow (Conn et al 2006, Du et al 2014, Blum et al 2016,) or
discuss sorption as an important contribution to the removal efficiency as due to the substance
LogKow (Figure 6). Figure 6 is an illustration of the variability of the removal efficiency in relation to
the LogKow and includes three different studies of two different techniques. The studies are of
course not completely comparable, since they for example are performed at different temperature,
different oxygen supply and the soil beds includes particle biofilm surfaces, while the septic tanks
only include coarse particles and sludge which presumably don´t provide as large active surface as
the soil beds. Despite their differences they show a relation between LogKow and removal efficiency
%., however weak since several substances deviates with both lower and higher removal efficiencies
than expected from LogKow (r2=0.38 including all data in Figure 6). Blum et al 2017 interpret the
results of substances that show lower removal efficiency than others at the same LogKow, as due to
very high solubility in water and resistance to biodegradation (2,4,7,9-Tetramethyl-5-decyn-4,7-diol,
Tris(1-chloro-2-propyl)phosphate and Tris(1,3-dichloro-2-propyl)phosphate)

Figure 6. Removal efficiency % on y-axis of a large range of micropollutant substances (appendix 1) from Conn et al 2006
o
(septic tank), Blum et al 2017 (Soil bed average), and Du et al 2014 (septic tank, 18 C) and LogKow on the x-axis. Each
point represents the average removal efficiency of a substance in the specific technique and study.

Presenting the LogKow to removal efficiency of the OPTITREAT indicative results of
organophosphates show similarly a good relationship, except for Tri-iso-butylphosphate (TIBP) which
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shows very low removal efficiency (Figure 7). The chlorinated organophosphates have generally
lowest removal which agrees with the results in Marklund et al (2005) that studied large wastewater
treatment plants.
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Figure 7. Relationship of removal efficiency % to Log Kow of organophospates in the OPTITREAT indicative results.
Substances full name is available in table 3.

The relationship of removal efficiency and LogKow is not straightforward for all substances, due to
effects of water solubility which can reduce the removal efficiency, and the substance
biodegradability which can increase the removal efficiency due to microbial activities. Conn et al
2006 showed the effects of biodegradability comparing the removal efficiency of septic tanks to
biofilter facilities (Figure 8). Conn et al (2006) argued that EDTA (Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid)
was not removed by either sorption or biodegradation, NTA (nitrilotriacetic acid) was removed by
biodegradation (biofilter) but not by sorption (septic tank) while Triclosan was removed partly by
sorption and additionally removed by biodegradation. The efficient removal of Triclosan was
supported by the results in OPTITREAT.
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Figure 8. Illustration of removal efficiency% on y axis and LogKow on x axis from results in Conn et al (2006) and BONUS
OPTITREAT results of Triclosan. EDTA (Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid) is not removed by either sorption or
biodegradation, NTA (nitrilotriacetic acid) is removed by biodegradation (biofilter) but not by sorption (septic tank) while
Triclosan is removed partly by sorption and additional removal by biodegradation.

5.1.2 Acid-base characteristics of micropollutants effects on the removal efficiency
The acid-base characteristic of substances lead to possible electrostatic adsorption to charged active
surfaces in the small wastewater treatment facilities. Both sludge, biofilm and soil are considered to
have predominantly negative surfaces in the wastewater treatment environment (Malmborg and
Magnér 2016, Magnér et al 2016) thus an adsorption of cations would be possible. The
micropollutants that have basic characteristic at pH values normally occuring in wastewater could be
considered weak bases that are to some degree cationic and would be able to adsorb to negative
surfaces.
The results of the PCA overall average plot of BONUS OPTITREAT results shows that the acid-base
characteristics were important for the reduction efficiency (Figure 9). The neutral substances
carbamazepin and oxazepam were not efficiently reduced according to the overall average. This is in
accordance with the scientific literature available. Carbamazepin and Ozazepam are known to be
stable substance with a long half-life time due to their structure (Matamoros et al 2009), containing
several ring structures with completely delocalized electrons. Carbamazepine can be found in most
environmental types of water due to its stability in the natural environment (Fick et al 2011). The
acid substances show relatively high removal efficiency in accordance with scientific literature (Du et
al 2014) due to higher LogKow or high biodegradability.
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Bases are more efficiently removed than acids according to the PCA overall average. However when
comparing the reduction efficiency between different facilities they show that there are large
variations between acid-base-neutral substances.

Figure 9. Principal components analysis of reduction efficiency in BONUS OPTITREAT tests, with regard to acid-base
constants using average of all facilities test results. Higher reduction efficiency is achieved to the right on the x-axis.

5.1.3 Effects of specific structural features on the removal efficiency
There are several substances that show higher or lower removal efficiency than expected from the
LogKow, LogD or pKa. This may be due to the substance biodegradability. Below follows description
of a number of pharmaceuticals that the BONUS OPTITREAT project have noticed being out of the
expected range of removal efficiency.
5.1.3.1 Ranitidine

Figure 10 Ranitidine. Illustration from Chemspider.

The log Kow and logD of Ranitidine are both low, which suggest that the substance has high water
solubility and partitions to the aqueous phase rather than the octanol phase. Consistently, between
70-93% of the pharmaceutical is excreted from the body in the urine according to the environmental
information of the substance published at www.fass.se. To the left in Figure 10 there is an aromatic
hydrocarbon ring with a nitro group, an amine and an unsaturated carbon. These have delocalized
electrons, and thus share electrons between them, which stabilizes the structure. In the middle part
of the chemical structure there is a sulfur atom and to the far right there is an amine group. These
are both reactive groups which make Ranitidine prone to degradation.
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5.1.3.2 Carbamazepine

Figure 11. Illustration of Carbamazepine from Chemspider.

The chemical structure of carbamazepine is very stable with several aromatic hydrocarbons with
delocalized electrons (Figure 11). The amid/urea group attached to the middle aromatic hydrocarbon
is also stable, further minimizing the reactivity of the compound thus the biodegradability of
carbamazepine is low. However its properties as a base make it prone to be adsorbed on negatively
charged surfaces.
5.1.3.3 Diclofenac and Oxazepam

Figure 12 Diclofenac to the left and Oxazepam to the right. Illustrations from Chemspider.

Several parts of the diclofenac and oxazepam molecules have delocalized electrons, which stabilize
the structures and prevent degradation (Figure 12). The aromatic hydrocarbon with chlorine atoms
further stabilizes the structure and makes it unwilling to react. Moreover, there are also
intramolecular interactions in the form of hydrogen bounds between the nitrogen and the carboxylic
acid groups in diclofenac, which also stabilize the structure. These structures are very stable and
increasing hydraulic retention time or oxygen supply will not increase the removal efficiency
remarkably.
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5.1.3.4 Sertraline

Figure 13 Sertralin. Illustration from Chemspider.

The aromatic hydrocarbon ring with chlorine atoms stabilizes the structure of the Sertraline molecule
and makes it unwilling to degrade and react with other molecules (Figure 13).
5.1.3.5 Bisoprolol, Metoprolol , Fluoxetine , Citalopram
These four substances are all bases and have low to moderate LogKow. They have some common
features in their structuce as ester bonds and secondary or tertiary amine groups that could possibly
act as energy and nitrogen source at favorable conditions and be prone to biodegradation (Figure
14).
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Figure 14 Structures of Bisoprolol (top left), Metoprolol (top right), Fluoxetine (bottom left) and Citalopram (bottom
right)

6 Optimizing the removal efficiency of micropollutants
6.1 Hydraulic retention time and active surface area- effect on the removal
efficiency
In BONUS OPTITREAT the hydraulic retention time (HRT) was measured during nominal conditions
(facilities operated on their 100% capacity) using a lithium tracer test, and showed that the measured
HRT was markedly shorter than the theoretical HRT for all three facilities. Thus the facilities had a lot
of “dead” volume and inactive surfaces, which was not reached by the wastewater flow. The flow
was then reduced by half to test the effects of HRT on removal efficiency of micropollutants, and a
lithium tracer test indicated that the HRT became double as long for all three facilities. Thus, the
result of double HRT also indicated that the same volume and active surfaces was active at reduced
flow as during the nominal flow. The effect of the removal efficiency of the selected pharmaceuticals
and hormones with variations in HRT was tested. The results showed that an increase in the HRT
increased the removal efficiency (%) for all pharmaceuticals and hormones included and possible to
determine (Figure 15).
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Figure 15. Removal efficiency % on the y-axis versus hydraulic retention time (HRT) on the x-axis. The figure includes all
pharmaceuticals and hormones samples where influent concentration was >LOQ. Negative removal efficiency is out of
range of the y-axis in this chart but is included in the calculation of the average removal %.

On average for all pharmaceuticals and hormones considered in the study the removal efficiency
showed a linear relationship of:
Removal efficiency (%)=7.8*HRT+10.3

r2=0.83

There are very few studies in the literature that has described the effect of HRT on micropollutants
degradation in onsite wastewater treatment facilities to our knowledge. Matamoros et al (2009)
showed an improved removal efficiency ibuprofen with HRT. Teerlink et al (2012) discussed on the
basis of lab experiments that the micropollutants removal was substance specific and that a subset of
micropollutants showed an inverse relationship with hydraulic loading rate and attenuation
efficiency but that some substances, i.e. atenolol, showed the importance of the adaptation of the
microbial system giving higher removal efficiency with time. The retention time in large wastewater
treatment plants has been more extensively studied. The sludge retention time is considered to be
the most important parameter for the design of large conventional activated sludge wastewater
treatment plants and the removal efficiency of endocrine disruptors and pharmaceuticals, due to the
growth rate of microorganisms (Krezinger et al 2004, Clara et al 2004).
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The conclusion from the test of HRT is that the onsite facilities would be more efficient in removal of
many pollutants by simply increasing the HRT. Another conclusion is that there is a risk to increase
the load of micropollutants in the aquatic environment if overloading the onsite facilities, thus the
capacity needs to be determined with margins to allow for temporary increased load.
The active surface area would be very important for substances prone to sorption. The possibility of a
large active surface area to create a larger biofilm formation would also benefit biodegradation
processes. Very few studies have addressed the active surface area, in studies of removal efficiency
of micropollutants, partly because it is a difficult task. Activated sludge free flocks are undefined in
their surface area and also biofilm on carrier material is not definite, but it is possible to compare the
substrate carrier material surface area as a prerequisite to form biofilm active for sorption and
biodegradation. In OPTITREAT the surface area was compared, defined by the manufacturer for
facility A and C fed with the same volume of wastewater. However the removal efficiency varied
between the facilities and substances and no relationship could be designated to the surface area
(Figure 16). There was higher removal efficiency in Facility C for Oxazepam, Estrone, Sertraline,
Ramipril, Furosemide, Bisphenol A, Estradiol, Naproxen, and Ibuprofen, but this group of substances
has variable physical chemical properties as described above and the improved removal in Facility C
cannot be attributed to sorption processes only. Both Facility A and Facility C further has effective
aerobic conditions. This study could not separate between the effects from oxygen supply and
surface area, thus more studies of facilities with larger differences would be necessary.
Facility A 168 m2

Facility C 210 m2
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Figure 16. Removal efficiency of Facility A and Facility C per substance.
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6.2 Oxygen supply- effects on removal efficiency of wastewater pollutants
Oxygen supply is considered one of the most important parameters for efficient removal of both
macropollutants and micropollutants. Mitra A. and Mukhopadhyay S. (2016) describe that in aerobic
degradation, microbes use oxygen as electron acceptor to convert organic and inorganic pollutant
into carbon dioxide and water. In anaerobic degradation, microbes use other electron acceptor such
as nitrate, iron, manganese, sulphate to disintegrate organic compounds often into carbon dioxide
and methane. Generally, aerobic microbes are capable of faster contaminant degradation than
anaerobic ones. Teerlink et al (2012) showed that aerobic conditions as compared to anaerobic
conditions resulted in more efficient removal of acetaminophen and cimetidine. Stanford and
Weinberg (2010) indicated high removal efficiency of nonylphenol and total estrogenic activity in
aerobic sand filters, however, only moderate removal of the steroid estrogens was shown in
anaerobic sand filters. Carrara et al (2008) observed also that ibuprofen, gemfibrozil, and naproxen
was transported at the highest concentrations and greatest distances in anoxic zones of infiltration
plumes. The removal efficiency of micropollutants in systems with additional aerobic treatment as
biofilters had higher removal efficiency than anaerobic septic tank systems, explained by aerobic
biotransformation (Conn et al., 2006 (see Figure 8); Huntsman et al., 2006). There are studies of large
activated sludge wastewater treatment plants that indicated possible removal also at anoxic
conditions for some substances. Suarez et al 2010 indicated that Fluoxetine, natural estrogens and
musk fragrances were biodegraded more efficiently under aerobic (>75%) and anoxic (>65%)
conditions, than naproxen, ethinylestradiol, roxithromycin and erythromycin that were only
significantly transformed in the aerobic reactor (>80%). The anti-depressant citalopram was
moderately biotransformed under both, aerobic and anoxic conditions (>60% and >40%,
respectively). Suarez et al (2010) showed for some substances, as carbamazepine, diazepam,
sulfamethoxazole and trimethoprim, high resistance to biological transformation. Removal of
diclofenac in the aerobic reactor was positively affected by the development of nitrifying biomass
and increased from 0% up to 74%.
Obviously many micropollutants are biodegradable and are positively affected with higher removal
efficiency by increased oxygen supply in the facilities. In the BONUS OPTITREAT project, the effect of
power break was investigated, at which aeration pumps and reflux of wastewater is turned off. It was
few samples and only a 24 h break included in the EN standard sampling, a situation which is
commonly occurring in rural areas. Surprisingly the results show no significant difference in the
removal efficiency of pharmaceuticals during the power break (Figure 17). The results of facility A
instead indicate a robustness of the systems to short-term malfunctioning in power supply. Possibly
the number of samples are too few to give significant differences, since facility C shows large
variations in differences between nominal and power break results. It should be noted that a longer
power break would results in decreasing oxygen levels and finally decreased removal efficiency due
to anoxic or anaerobic conditions of many micropollutants according to literature.
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Figure 17. Test of the effect of 24 h power break on removal efficiency % of pharmaceuticals; graph on top facility A
graph in the bottom, facility C.

6.3 Temperature effects on removal efficiency of wastewater pollutants
There is a well-known fact that wastewater treatment of nitrogen is less effective at low
temperature, therefore only micropollutants are considered here. Sampling was performed during
April and July when the temperature difference was about 5 degrees Celsius. There was a tendency
of increased removal efficiency of many pharmaceuticals during this time period (Figure 18), but the
increase was not found significant (Using students T-test two tailed heteroscedastic type p>0.05).
The only significance found for facility C, was the decrease of atenolol with temperature (p<0.05),
while facility A indicated positive removal efficiency with increased temperature. Unfortunately the
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number of samples is few, but the results are in line with Du et al (2014) who tested the effect of
temperature difference of 7.5 degrees Celcius. Du et al (2014) noted only significant increase of
removal efficiency of caffeine, erythromycin, gemfibrozil and sucralose, while a significant decrease
of dilitiazem removal efficiency at higher temperature.
The effect of increased temperature on micropollutants as pharmaceuticals is thus not uniquely
higher removal efficiency of all pollutants.
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Figure 18. Facility A (top graph) and facility C (bottom graph) removal efficiency % of two series of results at different
o
o
temperature. In April it was 11 C on average and in July it was 16 C. Negative removal are outside the axis range.
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7 Microbiological characterization in small wastewater treatment
systems,
Onsite small wastewater treatment plants (SWWTP) represent microbial communities existing as
dynamic consortia. The different co-existing microbial populations in wastewaters change with
reactor operational conditions (Conn et al. 2006; Li and Yu 2010; Michael et al. 2013). Their
contribution to overall degradation is likely to provide unprecedented control over the
bioremediation of the effluents. However, our understanding of dependencies between the
microbial structure and operational parameters of SWWTPs is still limited. Integrating microbial
ecology in the design and operation of SWWTPs is important. It allows better prediction of microbial
community assembly and possible variations in community structure and function in response to
environmental changes.

7.1

Structural diversity of microorganisms in small wastewater treatment
facilities

The dynamic of bacterial communities in engineered small WWTPs are influenced by two factors:
deterministic factor including competition and niche-specific variables and stochastic factor including
microbial dispersal by random events of colonization/extinction of fluctuations in the influent
composition, e.g. nitrogen and organic loads or presence of toxic compounds (Rani et al. 2008;
Jałowiecki et al. 2016). Biological interactions are dominant drivers in determining the bacterial
community assembly in on-site WWTPs whereas environmental conditions explain phylogenetic and
quantitative variances and indirectly influence bacterial assembly. In small WWTPs, quantitative
changes between autotrophic and heterotrophic bacteria are affected by some physical and chemical
characteristics, the type and operation of technological system and geographic location (Li et al.
2016). The most predominate group of bacteria is Proteobacteria (21-65%) in which β-proteobacteria
is the most abundant class, responsible for organic and nutrient removal. Of the fungi, Ascomycetes
was the most abundant phylum, constituting 6-7.5 % of microorganisms in small WWTPs. While the
predominant phylum within Archea was Euryarcheota, 1.5% microorganisms. The bacteria from the
following classes: Sphigobacteiales Anaerolineales, Rhodocyclales, Burkholderiales, Rhizobiales,
Xanthomonadales, Verrucomicrobiales, Clostridiales, Planctomycetales and Myxococcales were
common in the small WWTPs (Schwartz et al. 2003). Filamentous bacteria are usually present in a
low number supporting the formation of microbial structures. The excessive growth of these bacteria
causes sludge bulking. Filamentous bacteria are characterized by a low diversity and both geographic
location and technological process are responsible for their species structure. The species
composition of ﬁlaments varies in bulking and non-bulking periods. While during the bulking period,
Microthrix parvicella predominated. A signiﬁcant abundance of M. parvicella during bulking can
cause a shift from Proteobacteria to Actinobacteria. This causes an accumulation of nitrogen at
maintained efﬁciency of phosphorus removal. The percentage of ﬁlaments varied from 1.86 to 8.99
% and main groups were Nostocola limicola I and II, Mycobacterium fortuitum, Acinetobacter and
Microthrix parvicella. Other studies indicated Microthrix sp, Haliscomenobacter hydrossis-like
bacteria belonging to phylum Chloroﬂexi as predominating ﬁlaments in domestic WWTPs (Li et al.
2010; Jałowiecki et al. 2016). In Figure 19 numbers of bacteria and fungi in raw and treated
wastewaters from small WWTPs are presented.
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Figure 19 Number of bacteria (A) and fungi (B) in raw and treated wastewaters from selected small WWTPs (Jałowiecki et
al. 2016)

7.2 Functional diversity of microorganisms in small WWTPs (Communitylevel physiological profiles-CLPPs)
The capacity of bacterial communities (heterotrophic bacteria) to utilize a set of sole (Biolog
EcoPlatesTM assay) carbon sources was tested in order to evaluate the microbial efficiency of the
selected technologies (Jałowiecki et al. 2016a). In Table 4 the values of biodiversity indices for the
onsite wastewater technologies are presented. The Shannon index (H) separated the bacterial
physiological diversity referring to the technologies applied. The highest values of H were noted for
the rockwool material (technology B) and black plastic boxes (technology C). These materials were
used as sorbent of sludge and microorganisms. The rate of Shannon index is affected by both
substrate richness (number of positive wells) and substrate evenness (equality of wells’ optical
densities). In this case, similar relationships were observed for these indices. The reduction in
functional diversity was significantly greater in effluents of the investigated technologies. These
differences were probably due to the presence of more organic compounds in influents,
biodegradation potential of microbial communities, microbe density, and effectivity of applied
technologies.
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Table 4. The biodiversity indices values of the collected samples from the facilities

Samples

Indices
AWCD

TECHNOLOGY A
Influent
Effluent
Liquid sample (bioreactor)
TECHNOLOGY B
Influent
Effluent
Rockwool material
TECHNOLOGY C
Influent
Effluent
Black boxes material
Liquid sample (bioreactor)

H

E

S

AUC

0.869±0.019
0.019±0.006
0.504±0.004

1.403±0.011 1.004±0.007 25±0.00
1.183±0.058
0.00
0
1.342±0.005 1.115±0.025 16±1.00

541.36
7.02
168.47

0.994±0.028
0.178±0.068
1.302±0.045

1.423±0.005 0.991±0.012 27±1.16
1.467±0.011 0.988±0.007
0
1.482±0.003 0.993±0.002 31±0.00

621.41
225
857

0.663±0.022
0.794±0.015
1.23±0.039
0.533±0.017

1.406±0.005
1.412±0.005
1.469±0.004
1.369±0.007

320.79
283.34
778.93
232.37

0.942±0.004
24
0.947±0.003 24±0.58
0.985±0.003
31
0.918±0.005 21±1.16

Mean values ± Stand. Dev.
AWCD - average well-color development; H index – Shannon-Weiner functional diversity index; E –
Shannon Evenness index; S – catabolic richness; AUC – area under the curve

Functional diversity, understood in this study as the utilization of carbon sources in Biolog EcoPlates,
showed distinct differences between the samples and technologies (Figure 20). In general,
investigated samples were characterized by the different utilization pattern of the five guilds.
Especially the big differences were noted between the samples from technology A. However, a
similar pattern of carbon substrate utilization was shown in the samples from technologies B and C.
The results of statistical analysis are presented in Figure 20A and B. The bidimensional plot (PC1 x
PC2) presented in Figure 20B shows the relationships among 10 microbial communities according to
EcoPlates carbon-source utilization pattern, where PC1 accounted for 81% of the total variation
observed and PC2 explained 11%. Principal component analysis was done based on adjusted average
well color development. The neighboring microbial communities in the scatterplot were expected to
have similar carbon source use, whereas samples with a large distance to each other were expected
to be different according to carbon source use. In this context, according to PC, which is the axis
explaining the greater variance of the original data (85%) and has most of the substrates associated
with it, the microbial communities were grouped into two major clusters named I and II according to
similarity of carbon source use, relative to the 31 substrates. The cluster I contains the communities
of influents A, B and C. While, the communities for effluents A, B and C, and liquid samples A and B
belong to the cluster II. The communities of rockwool material B and black boxes C were observed to
be the most different from the communities of cluster I and II. PCA for Eco data showed that influent
CLPPs were more similar between the samples. Similar results were obtained for the effluent CLPPs.
The dendrogram, obtained by cluster analysis presents alike pattern as obtained from PCA analysis
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(Figure 20). Statistical analysis confirmed the results obtained from CLPPs (Figure 21) The results
obtained indicated that differences in the composition of influent wastewater and in the plant
operation model influenced on activities of microbial communities evaluated by Biolog EcoPlates.

Figure 20. A - Dendrogram of the metabolic fingerprints of tested microbial communities by cluster analysis of grouped
Eco data set. B - Bidimensional plot of principal component analysis for Biolog Eco profiles of microbial communities. PC1
and PC2 refer to the first two principal components, accounting for 81% and 11% of total variance, respectively.
Abbreviations: IN- influent; EF- effluent; LS- liquid samples from the bioreactor; RM- rockwool material; BBM- black
boxes material

Figure 21. Pattern of utilization (based on mean AWCD) of the 31 carbon sources for the investigated samples from the
biological onsite wastewater technologies. Shading in the boxes indicates the range of percentage absorbance of the
total absorbance of the plate. Values are as follows: white < 2%; light grey 2-4 %; dark grey 4-6 %; black > 6 %.
Abbreviations: IN- influent; EF- effluent; LS- liquid samples from the bioreactor; RM- rockwool material; BBM- black
boxes material

Biolog EcoPlates were used to evaluate the efficiency of the different operation modes on the
community metabolic profiles in wastewaters. This is the first step toward understanding relations of
biological treatment processes with microbial community patterns. Microplates assay may yield a
great deal of information about an important functional attribute of microbial communities and has
been shown in some cases to be as sensitive as or more sensitive than other microbial activity
parameters.
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8 Antibiotic resistance in the small wastewater treatment systems,
The literature review several tasks connected with antibiotics: (1) identification of popular antibiotics
commonly used in human therapy and in animal husbandry, (2) estimation of concentrations of
antibiotics in untreated municipal wastewater and in liquid waste from confined animal feeding
operations, (3) review of occurrence data of antibiotics in the aquatic environments, (4) review of
information on sorption and transformation of antibiotics, (5) comparisons between human and
veterinary antibiotics, and (6) assessment of potential antibiotic contaminants in water (Li et al.
2016).
Antibiotics were categorized according to their chemical and structural properties. Members of the
same class of antibiotics have similar structures, act by similar mechanisms, and are likely to behave
similarly in the environment. Such an approach will yield results that can be used to predict
structurally related compounds currently in use or being developed. More than ten antibiotic classes
(aminoglycoside, ionophore, β-lactam, macrolide, polypeptide, quinolones, sulfonamide,
tetracycline, streptogramin and other) are currently in use. Among the antibiotic classes, six are
important in both human medicine and animal husbandry (aminoglycoside, β-lactam, macrolide,
quinolone, sulfonamide and tetracycline). The literature review focused on these six antibiotic classes
because of the higher risks for human health if they are present in water as contaminants.
Antibiotics are among the emerging microcontaminants in water because of their potential adverse
effects on the ecosystem and human health. Antibiotics are likely to be released into the aquatic
environment via wastewater effluent, agricultural runoff as a result of incomplete metabolism,
ineffective treatment removal or improper disposal. Environments that contain antibiotic residues
are particularly worrisome because antibiotics could exert selective pressure and might contribute to
the appearance of resistant bacteria. The studies on the antimicrobial resistance have contributed to
include wastewater treatment plants among the leading reservoirs of antibiotic-resistance bacteria
(ARB) and antibiotic resistance genes (ARGs) in the environment (Conn et al. 2006; Jałowiecki et al.
2016b). The widespread emergence of antibiotic resistance, particularly multi-antibiotic resistance
(MAR), among bacterial strains including pathogens has become one of the most serious challenges
in environmental protection. Environmental bacteria have been shown to be a reservoir of antibiotic
resistance genes (ARGs) and a potential source of novel resistance genes in the environmental
organisms. It has also been reported that treated antibiotic production wastewater contains much
higher concentrations of antibiotic residues than other aquatic environments and can serve as an
important reservoir of resistant bacteria and genes (Aggal et al. 2015).
The antibiotic susceptibility was evaluated by the three methods: disc diffusion method, E-test strips
and phenotypic microarrays (PMs) (Figure 22). Two methods: disc diffusion method and phenotypic
microarrays were documented as appropriate tools for evaluation of multi-antibiotic resistance in
environmental bacteria.
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Figure 22. Three methods used for evaluation of antibiotic resistance of isolated bacteria. A - disc diffusion method, B - Etest strip, C – phenotypic microarrays (PMs).

In the BONUS OPTITREAT project the bacterial strains belong to the following strains: Streptococcus,
Pseudomonas, Stenotrophomonas, Microbacterium, Lactobacillus, Alcaligenes, Flavobacterium,
Mycobacterium, Bacillus, Variovorax, Acinetobacter, Chryseobacterium, Aeromonas, Enterococcus,
Paenibacillus, Carnobacterium, Sphingobacterium, CDC, and Serratia were chosen for evaluation of
the antibiotic resistance. Among all the strains tested the highest percentage (96%) of bacteria were
resistant to metronidazole. About 20-40% of bacteria strains studied were resistant to 14 antibiotics,
while less than 20% of the strains were resistant to 20 antibiotics (Figure 23 and Figure 24). The
bacterial strains was analyzed for multiple antibiotic resistance (MAR). Among the tested strains,
Paenibacillus azoreducens was resistant to 37 investigated antibiotics (all tested antibiotics) belong
to 8 various chemical classes. Pseudomonas fragi, Stenotrophomonas rhizophila and
Sphingobacterium multivorum were resistant to 22, 21 and 17 antibiotics, respectively. About 20% of
tested bacteria showed a 2-5 MAR (i.e resistance from 2 to 5 antibiotics of the 37 antibiotics tested),
while 47% were resistant to more than 5 antibiotics (Jałowiecki et al. 2016).
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Figure 23. Antibiotic resistance of bacteria isolated from onsite wastewater treatment facilities (AK- Amikacin, AMCAmoxycillin, AMP-Ampicillin, AZM- Azithromycin, ATM- Aztreonam, CEC- Cefaclor, CFR- Cefadroxil, FEP- Cefepime, FOXCefoxitin, CPT- Ceftaroline, CAZ- Ceftazidime, CIP- Ciprofloxacin, DOR- Doripenem, DO- Doxycycline, ETP- Ertapenem, EErythromycin.
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Figure 24. Antibiotic resistance of bacteria isolated from onsite wastewater treatment facilities (CN-Gentamicin, IMPImipenem, MTZ- Metronidazole, MH- Minocycline, MUP- Mupirocin, NA- Nalidixic acid, N- Neomycin, NET- Netilmicin, FNitrofurantoin, NOR- Norfloxacin, NV- Novobiocin, OFX- Ofloxacin, PRL- Piperacillin, RD- Rifampicin, TEC- Vancomycin,
TIC- Ticarcillin, TOB- Tobramycin, W- Trimethoprim, SX-Trimethoprim/sulph, VA- Teicolpanin

Resistance of the examined bacterial strains to various antibiotics is presented in Table 5. About 2040% of bacteria strains studied were resistant to 14 antibiotics, while less than 20% of the strains
were resistant to 20 antibiotics. The bacterial strains was analyzed for multiple antibiotic resistance
(MAR). Among the tested strains, Paenibacillus azoreducens was resistant to 35 investigated
antibiotics (all tested antibiotics) belong to 8 various chemical classes. Pseudomonas fragi,
Stenotrophomonas rhizophila and Sphingobacterium multivorum were resistant to 22, 21 and 17
antibiotics, respectively. About 20% of tested bacteria showed a 2-5 MAR (i.e resistance from 2 to 5
antibiotics of the 37 antibiotics tested), while 47% were resistant to more than 5 antibiotics.
Table 5. Resistance of the bacteria to selected antibiotics

Strains
Streptococcus australis
Pseudomonas fluorescens
Stenotrophomonas
maltophilia
Pseudomonas fragi

Antibiotics
Number
4
2
3
21

Symbol
ATM,CEC,CAZ,MTZ.
NA,MTZ
DOR,ETP,MTZ
AML,AMP,ATM,CEC,CFR,FOX,CPT,CAZ,DOR,ETP,IPM,
MTZ,MUP,NA,N,F,NV,PRL,RD,TEC,W
AK,AML,AMP,CEC,CFR,FOX,CPT,CAZ,DOR,ETP,IPM,MT
Z,MUP,N,F,NV,PRL,RD,TEC,SXT

Stenotrophomonas rhizophilia

20

Microbacterium flavescens
Lactobacillus coryniformis ss
coryniformis
Microbacterium maritypicum
Alcaligenes faecalis ss faecalis
CDC group II-E A
Pseudomonas chlororaphis ss

9
2

AMP,ATM,CPT,CAZ,MTZ,MUP,RD,W,SXT
MTZ,TIC

8
7
9
1

AMP,ATM,CPT,CAZ,MTZ,MUP,RD,W
ATM,CAZ,MTZ,PRL,RD,TEC,W
CAZ,MTZ,F,NV,PRL,TEC,TIC,W,VA
E
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auriantiaca
CDC group II-H
Flavobacterium hydatis (26 C)
Flavobacterium resinovorum
Mycobacterium brumae
Flavobacterium hydatis
Bacillus horti
Variovorax paradoxus
Bacillus alcalophilus
Acinetobacter johnsonii
Chryseobacterium balustinum
Aeromonas bestiarum
Enterococcus haemoperoxidus
Paenibacillus azoreducens

1
6
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
10
10
2
35

Carnobacterium dovergens
Streptococcus criceti
Pseudomonas fulva
Flavobacterium tirrenicum
Sphingobacterium multivorum

4
7
4
1
17

Serratia marcescens ss
marcescens

11

MTZ
ATM,CFR,CAZ,MTZ,W,SXT
MTZ
MTZ
MTZ
PRL,TEC
MTZ
MTZ
MTZ
AML,AMP,ATM,CPT,CAZ,MTZ,MUP,RD,W,SXT
AMP,CFR,DOR,ETP,IPM,MTZ,NA,NV,PRL,TEC
MTZ,NA
AK,AML,AMP,AZM,ATM,CEC,CFR,FOX,CPT,CAZ,CIP,DO
R,DO,ETP,E,CN,IPM,MTZ,MH,MUP,NA,N,NET,F,NOR,N
V,OFX,PRL,RD,TEC,TIC,TOB,W,SXT,VA
MTZ,TEC,W,VA
AMP,CAZ,,MTZ,F,TEC,W,VA
MTZ,TEC,W,VA
MTZ
AK,AML,AMP,ATM,CPT,E,IPM,MTZ,MUP,N,F,PRL,TEC,
TOB,W,SXT,VA
AML,AMP,CEC,CFR,DO,MTZ,F,NV,RD,TEC,VA

PM analysis showed a gain of phenotype (resistance or growth) of the strains to 41 antibiotics
belonged to the 10 different chemical classes, e.g. aminoglycosides, β-lactams, lincosamides,
synthetic antibiotics, glycopeptides, tetracyclines, amphenicols, macrolides, sulfonamides, and
rifamycins. The results obtained are presented in Figure 25. All the tested strains showed the growth
in the presence of many antibiotics. Two species belong to the Stenotrophomonas (S. maltophila and
S. rhizophila) and Variovorax paradoxus were resistant to 40 antibiotics (Jałowiecki et al. 2016). The
rest of bacteria were resistant from 21 to 35 antibiotics. Because each antibiotic is at four increasing
concentrations, these microarrays could be used for evaluation of inhibition concentration (IC), but
unfortunately the concentrations of the antibiotics are unknown to determine the sensitivity of the
antibiotic profile of bacteria. Phenotypic microarrays could be successfully used as an additional tool
for evaluation of the multi-antibiotic resistance (MAR) (resistance phenotype) of environmental
bacteria.
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Figure 25. Resistance of the bacteria determined by the phenotypic microarrays (PMs).

Effluents from small wastewater treatment plants are suspected to be among the anthropogenic
sources for antibiotics, antibiotic-resistant bacteria (ARB) and antibiotic-resistant genes (ARGs) into
environment. They are called as “hot-spots” for the spread and contamination of the environment,
and are considered a serious public health problem. The main concern for the release of antibiotics
into the environment is related to the development of antibiotic genes and bacteria, which reduce
the therapeutic potential against human and animal pathogens. However, the mechanisms that allow
resistance genes to migrate from non-pathogenic to pathogenic bacteria are unknown. Information
regarding resistance of environmental bacteria is still very fragmented.
Wastewater treatment plants include different processes (e.g. mechanical, biological, physical,
chemical and their combination) which may affect the fate of antibiotics, ARB and ARGs in different
ways, and consequently the development and spread of resistance into the environment. The onsite
WWTPs are also the source of a huge pool of bacteria resistant to various antibiotics. The significant
amounts of various antibiotic resistant bacteria were determined in the project. However, majority
of the bacteria were found to be characterised by multi-antibiotic resistance (MAR). These facilities
can be considered as reservoirs and environmental suppliers of genetic determinants of resistance.
The results presented in this project have proven that onsite wastewater treatment plants are
sources antibiotic resistance and antibiotic resistant bacteria as well as to track their spread in the
environment, e.g. lakes, rivers, soils, sediments, etc. However, well-functioning facilities are efficient
in removing pathogens and thus the threat to the environment is limited.
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9 Microbiological reduction of pharmaceuticals in batch
experiments.
Pharmaceuticals include hundreds of substances with widely varying chemical-physical properties,
environmental behavior and biochemical activities. Pharmaceuticals typically enter the environment
in complex effluents, and thus natural microbial communities are exposed to a mixture of active
substances. The effective biological attenuation of environmental pollutants is usually attributed to
the collaborative role of a whole microbial community. Low biodegradability of β- lactam (penicillin
G, cefotiam, and meropenem), fluoroquinolone (ciprofloxacin), and sulfonamide (sulfamethoxazole)
antibiotics was reported in the literature (Jim et al. 2006; Dorival-Garcia et al. 2013; Amorim et al.
2014; Liao et al. 2016). Partial biodegradation was observed with the β-lactam antibiotics and no
biodegradation was observed with ciprofloxacin and sulfamethoxazole. The very slow aerobic
biodegradation of sarafloxacin was reported. The biodegradation of several sulfonamides in activated
sludge was examined (Reis et al. 2014). Significant biodegradation occurred only after a considerable
lag time and the employment of unusually high sulfonamide concentrations to stimulate particular
degraders. It was suggested that biodegradation of sulfonamide in sewage treatment systems may
be negligible. Based upon the previous studies, aminoglycosides, β-lactams, and some macrolides are
likely to biodegrade to a greater extent than quinolones, sulfonamides, and tetracyclines.
Literature data about biofilm formation capabilities of onsite wastewater technology microorganisms
are very scarce, although application of biofilms in removal, bioremediation or biotransformation of
organic pollutants, heavy metals, pharmaceutical or personal care products (PPCPs) is well
documented (Edwards et al. 2013; Mitra et al. 2016).
Several PPCPs removal e.g. diclofenac, gemfibrozil and trimethoprim membrane biofilm reactor is
more efficiently than traditional activated sludge. It is widely known that occurrence and fate of
antibiotics in the environment may lead to the selection of antibiotic-resistant bacteria
(ARB).Development of more effective technologies which will prevent the propagation of antibioticresistant bacteria and antibiotic-resistance genes is necessary. A promising alternative for removal of
antibiotics are bioremediation methods with the use of bacterial strains able to xenobiotics
degradation. Simultaneously, many authors suggest that immobilization of bacterial consortia on
both organic and inorganic carriers increases degradation capabilities and provide protection against
harsh environmental conditions, e.g. acidification, heavy metals or high osmotic pressure. One of the
crucial factors for immobilization of bacteria is biofilm formation ability. Characterization and
determination of several bacterial features like cell wall properties or autoaggregation are also
valuable for effective whole cell immobilization and degradation studies. Some properties of
antibiotic-resistant bacteria were evaluated (Figure 26) (Jałowiecki et al. 2016).
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Figure 26. Scheme of some properties of antibiotic-resistant bacteria important in biodegradation test

In the project biodegradation of selected PPCPs (Pharmaceuticals, Personal Care Products) was done.
Description of the batch experiment:
Laboratory experiment: shot-term batch biodegradation test
Source of microbes – compost suspension as microbial inoculum
Antibiotics: Ofloxacin (OFL) and Norfloxacin (NOR)
Analgesic –antiinflammatory: Ibuprofen (IBU) and Naproxen (NAP)
Time: 28 days
Temperature incubation: 30oC
Detection: HPLC

No. CAS 82419-36-1; OFL
Structure of ofloxacin
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No. CAS 70458-96-7; NOR
Structure of Norfloxacin
Results obtained from the experiment are presented in Figure 27.

Reduction: 15.07 %

Reduction: 81.85 %

Reduction: 81.85 %

Reduction: 51.07 %

Figure 27. Biodegradation of the selected chemicals by compost inoculum

The effective biological attenuation of environmental pollutants is usually attributed to the
collaborative role of a whole microbial community. The knowledge of ciprofloxacin degrading
microbial community can aid in our understanding of the biological process of ciprofloxacin
dissipation. Unfortunately, there has been no report available on the structure of ciprofloxacindegrading microbial community.
Description of the norfloxacin biodegradation by Bacillus subtilis produced biosurfactant on a
bioreactor scale
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Norfloxacin is a synthetic fluoroquinolone antibiotic used for the treatment of conjunctivitis,
gastrointestinal, urinary tract and skin infections with broad-spectrum antibacterial activity against
most Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria, widely used in both human and veterinary
medicine. Norfloxacin and other quinolones may enter into the environment mainly from hospital
and municipal wastewaters.
Bacillus genus was able to degrade of 5.5 mg L-1 of norfloxacin during 26 days in cometabolic systems
with glucose. (Figure 28). The estimated reduction of norfloxacin was 75 % during the experiment
time. Species from the Bacillus genus are characterized by different industrial and biotechnological
applications due to their good degradation abilities and production of various molecules, i.e.
lipopeptide (LP) biological surface active compounds include surfactins, iturins, bacillomycins,
fengycins and lichenysins.
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Figure 28. Degradation of norfloxacin in the cometabolic culture by the bacterial consortium

In conclusion, three Bacillus subtilis species have the specific properties, e.g. production of
lipopeptide biosurfactants and various enzymes, biofilm formation, and their consortium was able to
norfloxacin degrade in the cometabolic culture. The results obtained from the biodegradation
experiment are promising. To our best knowledge, there are no available reports on the norfloxacin
biodegradation by the strains which produced biosurfactants. Moreover, the role of biosurfactants in
antibiotic degradation is still unknown.

10 Onsite wastewater treatment in conclusion
Onsite wastewater treatment is of great concern due to the load of phosphorous and nitrogen
contributing to the eutrophication of the water environment. According to the fifth Pollution Load
Compilation on the Baltic Sea, scattered dwellings contributed to about 15% of the anthropogenic
nitrogen and phosphorous load on the Baltic Proper. In Europe, decentralized wastewater treatment
systems are needed in rural areas in order to achieve adequate water quality. In low density
population areas, decentralised treatment is preferred (rural areas, water-scarce areas and areas
with unpredictable water supply). Around, 20 million systems are expected to go into long-term
operation in Europe. Onsite treatment systems are now recognized as permanent approaches to
treating wastewater. When planned, designed, installed, operated and maintained correctly, they
can be seen as low cost and long term approach to wastewater treatment.
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For appropriate functioning of onsite wastewater treatment plants there needs to be proper
installation and maintenance of the systems. For installing SWWTP clear installation manual is
needed and only experienced contractors should be hired. After the installation, the treatment plant
should be checked for any water losses and the function should be controlled. This report points at
many installation failures and what to avoid during installation.
Malfunctioning during operation of SWWTPs can be avoided by a regular and preventive
maintenance. Only proper functionality of SWWTPs ensures compliance with set environmental limit
values. There is a need for control and a quality assurance of the control system of maintenance of
onsite wastewater treatment systems to ensure the proper function of the systems. This report
points at many malfunctional problems and preventing actions that can improve the everyday
functioning of onsite wastewater treatment systems.
To sum up, a unified strategy towards meeting environmental standards is needed, with allocation of
financial resources to support the strategy, a coherent management framework, defined legal
requirements for SWWTPs but also monitoring in practise and regular assessment of the impact of
policies and possible improvements.
Both large wastewater treatment plants as well as onsite wastewater treatment facilities are built to
remove “macropollutants” i.e. pathogens, suspended solids, organic substances and nitrogen and
phosphorus, but not “micropollutant” substances that are not readily biodegradable. Wastewater is
a major transport pathway of the chemicals used in people’s everyday life and household
wastewater thus contain many of the chemicals on the household market. A list of pharmaceuticals,
hormones, phenols, organophosphates and UV-filter were selected as represented target substances
in BONUS OPTITREAT.
The physical chemical properties of the micropollutants determine much of the fate during
wastewater treatment. There is a relation between higher removal efficiency with higher octanolwater partitioning constant, thus increasing the affinity of substances to sorb to sludge or particles.
The acid-base constant is important for the removal efficiency, showing lowest removal efficiency for
neutral substances, as the well-known calcitrant pharmaceutical carbamazepine.
The onsite wastewater treatment facilities on the market can be adjusted for parameters serving for
efficient sorption and /or biodegradation. The parameters discussed in this report and tested in
BONUS OPTITREAT for micropollutants removal efficiency were; hydraulic retention time, active
surface area, oxygen supply and temperature. The conclusion from the test were







The onsite facilities would be more efficient in removal of many pollutants by simply
increasing the hydraulic retention time.
There is a risk to increase the load of micropollutants in the aquatic environment if
overloading the onsite facilities, thus the capacity needs to be determined with margins to
allow for temporary increased load.
High active surface area would benefit removal of substances through sorption and biofilm
formation. Very few studies have addressed active surface area in studies of removal
efficiency of micropollutants.
Active sludge process is indicated to be more efficient than biofilm carrier process in removal
of hormones.
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Oxygen supply is one of the most important parameters for efficient removal of both
macropollutants and micropollutants. Generally, aerobic microbes are capable of faster
contaminant degradation than anaerobic ones. Many micropollutants are biodegradable and
show higher removal efficiency with increased oxygen supply in the facilities.
In the BONUS OPTITREAT project, the effect of power break was investigated, at which
aeration pumps and reflux of wastewater is turned off. Surprisingly the results show no
significant difference in the removal efficiency of pharmaceuticals during the power break.
Possibly the number of samples are too few to give significant differences.
There is a well-known fact that wastewater treatment of nitrogen is less effective at low
temperature. BONUS OPTITREAT showed a tendency of increased removal efficiency of many
pharmaceuticals at increased temperature, but the increase was not found significant.
However, both BONUS OPTITREAT as well as other studies shows that the effect of increased
temperature is not uniquely higher removal efficiency of all micropollutants.

Onsite small wastewater treatment plants (SWWTP) represent co-existing microbial populations in
wastewaters that change with reactor operational conditions. Integrating microbial ecology in the
design and operation of SWWTPs is important. It allows better prediction of microbial community
assembly and possible variations in community structure and function in response to environmental
changes.
Biological interactions are dominant drivers in determining the bacterial community assembly in onsite WWTPs whereas environmental conditions explain phylogenetic and quantitative variances and
indirectly influence bacterial assembly. Some conclusions from BONUS OPTITREAT were:




The most predominate group of bacteria is Proteobacteria (21-65%) in which βproteobacteria is the most abundant class, responsible for organic and nutrient removal.
Filamentous bacteria are usually present in a low number supporting the formation of
microbial structures.
The capacity of bacterial communities (heterotrophic bacteria) to utilize a set of sole (Biolog
EcoPlatesTM assay) carbon sources was tested in order to evaluate the microbial efficiency
of the selected technologies. The reduction in functional diversity was significantly greater in
effluents of the investigated technologies.

The results obtained indicated that differences in the composition of influent wastewater and in the
plant operation model influenced on activities and which carbon source that was preferred by
microbial communities evaluated by Biolog EcoPlates. The effective biological attenuation of
environmental pollutants is usually attributed to the collaborative role of a whole microbial
community. The knowledge of ciprofloxacin degrading microbial community can aid in our
understanding of the biological process of ciprofloxacin dissipation.


In conclusion, three Bacillus subtilis species have the specific properties, and their
consortium was able to degrade norfloxacin in the cometabolic culture. The results obtained
from the biodegradation experiment are promising. To our best knowledge, there are no
available reports on the norfloxacin biodegradation by the strains which produced
biosurfactants. Moreover, the role of biosurfactants in antibiotic degradation is still
unknown.
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The widespread emergence of antibiotic resistance, particularly multi-antibiotic resistance (MAR),
among bacterial strains including pathogens has become one of the most serious challenges in
environmental protection. Environmental bacteria have been shown to be a reservoir of antibiotic
resistance genes (ARGs) and a potential source of novel resistance genes in the environmental
organisms.












The antibiotic susceptibility was evaluated and two methods: disc diffusion method and
phenotypic microarrays were documented as appropriate tools for evaluation of multiantibiotic resistance in environmental bacteria.
The bacterial strains was analyzed for multiple antibiotic resistance (MAR). Among the tested
strains, Paenibacillus azoreducens was resistant to 35 investigated antibiotics (all tested
antibiotics) belong to 8 various chemical classes. Pseudomonas fragi, Stenotrophomonas
rhizophila and Sphingobacterium multivorum were resistant to 22, 21 and 17 antibiotics,
respectively.
About 20% of tested bacteria showed a 2-5 MAR (i.e resistance from 2 to 5 antibiotics of the
37 antibiotics tested), while 47% were resistant to more than 5 antibiotics.
Two species belong to the Stenotrophomonas (S. maltophila and S. rhizophila) and
Variovorax paradoxus were resistant to 40 antibiotics.
The main concern for the release of antibiotics into the environment is related to the
development of antibiotic genes and bacteria, which reduce the therapeutic potential against
human and animal pathogens. However, the mechanisms that allow resistance genes to
migrate from non-pathogenic to pathogenic bacteria are unknown. Information regarding
resistance of environmental bacteria is still very fragmented.
The results presented in this project have proven that onsite wastewater treatment plants
are sources antibiotic resistance and antibiotic resistant bacteria spread in the environment,
e.g. lakes, rivers, soils, sediments, etc.
However, well-functioning facilities are efficient in removing pathogens and thus the threat
to the environment is limited.
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Appendix. Analytical methods of micropollutants applied in BONUS
OPTITREAT
Pharmaceutical analysis
Prior to clean-up, all samples were spiked (50 µL, 2 µg/mL) with isotope labelled recovery standards;
13 15
C N-carbamazepine, 2D3-ibuprofen, 13C6-diclofenac and 13C6-hydrochlorothiazide. Subsequently,
Na2EDTA (200 mg) was added before the samples were agitated at 120 rpm/min on a mixing table.
The sample volumes of inlet water was 20 mL and outlet water was 50 mL.
Solid phase extraction columns (Oasis HLB, 200 mg, Waters Corporation, Milford, MA, USA) were preconditioned and equilibrated with methanol (6 mL) and MilliQ-water (6 mL). Samples were applied at
a flow rate of 5 mL/min. The columns were washed with MilliQ-water (2 mL) and dried under vacuum
(1 min) before eluting with methanol (5 mL) and acetone (5 mL). The samples were subsequently
evaporated to dryness and re-solved in methanol/water (1:1, 1 mL, 3 mmol/dm3 Na2EDTA) and
sonicated (5 min). The samples were transferred to Eppendorf polypropylene test tubes, centrifuged
(10 000 rpm, 10 min) and the supernatant transferred to a glass vial prior to instrumental analysis.
The determination of pharmaceutical residues in the samples was performed on a binary liquid
chromatography system equipped with an autoinjector (Shimadzu, Kyotu, Japan) coupled to an API
4000 triple quadrupole (MS/MS) (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, USA) with an electrospray
ionization interface performed in both positive and negative mode. The chromatographic separation
was carried out using gradient elution on a Xbridge (Waters Corporation, Milford, USA) C18 reversed
phase column (50 x 3 mm, 5 µm particle size) at 35°C and a flow rate of 0.3 mL/minute. The mobile
phase consisted of acetic acid in water (10 mmol/dm3), mobile phase A, and methanol, mobile phase
B. The gradient was initiated with 100% of mobile phase A and the percentage of mobile phase B was
increased linearly to 95% in 11 minutes and maintained at 95% for 5 minutes. Thereafter the mobile
phase composition was returned to the initial composition in 1 minute and maintained for 4 minutes
before the next injection.
Hormone analysis
The method for extraction of estrogens from water is taken from Gunnarsson et al. (2009) with
minor differences. The pH was adjusted to 2 instead of 4 with hydrochloric acid; a primary secondary
amine (PSA) clean-up column was used instead in lieu of an amine column.
The water samples were spiked with surrogate standard, 2D5-β-Estradiol and 2D4-Ethinylestradiol (100
µL, 111 and 77,5 ng/mL, respectively). Prior to the extraction, methanol (10 mL) was added to the
samples and the pH of samples adjusted to approximately pH 2 by the addition of hydrochloric acid
(concentrated, 0.2–1.2 mL). The samples were applied on solid phase extraction columns (ENV+, 500
mg, 6 mL cartridge) using a vacuum manifold with flow rate of approximately 2 mL/min after
cleaning/activation of the columns using methyl-tert-butyl ether (MTBE; 6mL), methanol (6 mL) and
MilliQ-water at pH≈2 (6 mL). After the samples were applied to the SPE-columns, the cartridges were
dried under vacuum. Subsequently, the columns were rinsed with methanol/MilliQ-water (4:6, 6 mL),
MilliQ-water at pH≈2 (6 mL) and a solution of NH4(aq)/methanol/MQ-water (2:10:88, 6 mL). The
columns were then eluted with methanol/MTBE (1:9, 12 mL), the solvent evaporated with gentle
flow of nitrogen and moderate heat and the samples were re-dissolved in ethyl acetate/methanol
(8:2, 2.5 mL). The samples were filtered through a PSA column (500 mg, 6 mL) which had been
conditioned with water saturated ethyl acetate (4 mL) and ethyl acetate/methanol (8:2, 4 mL). The
test tubes were subsequently rinsed with ethyl acetate/methanol (8:2, 2.5 mL). The samples were
subsequently evaporated to dryness and re-solved in methanol/water (1:1, 1.2 mL, 3 mmol/dm3
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Na2EDTA) and filtered through a polypropylene syringe filter (0.45 µm, membrane, VWR
International, USA) prior to instrumental analysis.
Chromatographic separation was carried out on an Utimate 3000 UHPLC (Termo Scientific) with an
Accucore C18 column (2.1 mm x 50 mm, 2.1 um, Thermo Fisher) held at 40°C. Mobile phases A and B
were 1 mmol/dm3 ammonium fluoride in water and acetonitrile/methanol (1:1), respectively. The
total flow was 0.3 mL/min and the gradient elution program 0–1 min 5% B, 1–11 min linear increase
5–95% B, 11–15 min 95% B, 15–15.5 min linear decrease 95–5% B, 15.5–22 min 5% B. The effluent
from the HPLC was connected to a Q Exactive Focus (Thermo Scientific) with an API source used in
negative mode. The Orbitrap mass analyzer was used in SIM mode with a resolution of 35 000.
4-n-Nonylphenol, Bisphenol A, 4-t-Octylphenol, Triclosan, and Octacrylene analysis
Sample volumes varied between 50 and 150 mL, influent and effluent samples, respectively. The
water was spiked with recovery standards and extracted using a solid phase extraction column
(Isolute ENV+, 200 mg) with Filter aid 400 on the top (3.5 g). The columns were activated with methyl
tert-butyl ether (MTBE, 5 mL), methanol (5 mL) and MilliQ water (5 mL). Samples were applied to the
SPE columns at 5 mL/min. MilliQ water (5 mL) was used to wash the solid phase extraction column
before eluting the analytes with acetone (2 mL) and hexane/MTBE (1:1, 5 mL). The extract was
diluted with ultra-pure water and extracted with toluene/MTBE (3:1, 5 mL). The influent extracts
were cleaned-up on a silica gel column. The extracts (2 mL) were derivatized with acetic anhydride
(150 µL) and pyridine (50 µL) at 85°C for 30 minutes. Following the derivatization, the analytes were
extracted using MTBE/hexane (3:1) after the addition of MilliQ-water (4 mL) to the samples. A
solvent change was performed and the samples were resolved in hexane (1 mL) prior to instrumental
analysis.
GC-MS/MS analysis was performed on a gas chromatograph (GC) coupled to a 7000A Triple Quad MS
(Agilent Technologies, Inc. Santa Clara, CA, USA). The instrument was equipped with an auto injector
(Agilent 7683B). The injection was in pulsed splitless mode (1 µL) at 240°C. The detector was used in
MRM mode with electron ionisation at energy of 70 eV.
Quality control and quality assurance
Method blank samples were analyzed parallel to regular samples during all chemical analyses.
Furthermore, duplicate samples and spiked blank samples were also analyzed to ensure quality. Limit
of detection (LOD) and limit of quantification (LOQ) were determined as 3 and 10 times, respectively,
the response (area) in the blank samples for each analyte. If no corresponding peak was found in a
blank sample, noise of the corresponding time was integrated. Results below LOD or LOQ were set to
LOD/2 and LOQ/2, respectively, on a concentration basis, i.e. sample size was taken into account.
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